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What d d the court say,in Buwal ~State,
about a defendant's @t topresent
hypnotically enhanced testunony?
Before you spend hours readmg and analyzulg the entire case...

... spend a

headnote..

BEFORE YOU READ AND ANALYZE an e n t ~ case,
e
Z West Group

headnote lets you determine - usually in a minute or less whether the case is worth more of your time.
In one concise paragraph, you'ii h d a point of law,
any relevant facts supportingthe point of law, and
any relevsnt statutes cited by the coun.

West Group headnotes are written exclusivelyby West Group
attorney-e&tors.

p

And you'll 5cd them only in a VJestECase: in West Group print
reporters, CD-ROMproducts and on \h'estiawG.

To learn more about headnctes and other timesaving advantages
of West Cases. call 1-800-262-0620.

That's information you wouid c t h e ~ . s ehave to dig 7 ~from
p
scattered parts of the text.

Along with Topic and Key Nxmbers, a West Group headncte
is part of the greatest time-saving systen: ever invented to heip
you find cases worthy of furtiner analysis.
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pen the world of life science t s d1your searchers u.lik the
compact disc O r TVeb versiolis of Biological Abstracts - the gublieatition that h2s served &e We science community for over 70 yezrs.
l

".

,-

Now, ~ C U Tsearchers cxn _neneztrrom the convenience cf CDROM or Web access as h e y use the world's :nost c ~ n ~ r e h e n s i vlife
e
science database. BIBSIS mm2ors nearly 5,50G joumais, representing
~ i ~ i u devery
l y biologicd 2nd biome&c& &sci$ine,
hzdable on your chzice of Ovid or Sil-verPlattermsearch s o f h x e ,
Biological Abstracts o f h s user-friendly search features, 2nd dlows
f ~free-text,
r
field-limited, a d multiFie data~asesearches.

-

Biological Abstmcts now contains enhancewenis to its indexing
desiged to make searching easier arid &e retrieval of recer6.s more
accurate. h 1999, BIBSIS vhvi'il also introduce new infermation to f i e
&, ssuch as Medhne's MeSH (Me&cal S;sbjeci Hesdings) disease
terminology from the Nation& Library of Medicine. Ti2ese t e r m ha7e
been added to f d t a t e multi-file searches.
C& BIBSIS today for a free trial subscription or more idomation.

1d;% SLA Timeline: A Glance Back into Our Past
Ninety years ago, standing on the veranda of Mt. Washington Hotel in Brettor,
Woods, New Hampshire, John Cotton Dana and a group of twenty-six librarians
decided there was a need for specialized librarianship. We've come a long way since
then, and the future looks bright!
% 9 What Were You Thinking?
If You Could Choose ~ibkrianshipOver Again Would You?
The answer to this attention-getting question? A resounding yes! A majority of over
500 degreed librarians responding to this survey seem to be quite satisfied with their
career choice. Read on to see what they had to say...

The New Age of Information Professionalism
Worried for your future? Learn the new skills and aualications in demand, and to
which you ire inclined, and let them be your guide.-~odhgBurns and Shahida
Rashid explain.

37 Shop Around: Webbased Resources for the Retail industry
Want to find information on the retail industry? Fortunately, the field of web-based
sources for U.S.retail industry research is growing as more associations, trade
publications, and government agencies publish data releases online. Jean Keleher
shares some usehl sites to aid in your research.

Executive Outlook
Pa& Y m Bags, It's T k e to Roll!

Making News
Members Only
Out the Net
Make \!o' ur Web S e Sing with P~ifiTechnoIogy

C~mrnunicationsOut~ook
G:eat Strides Riizde by SLA, But We've Got a Long \Yay to Go

IRC Notes
Twc 2c.d Three Q~zrtersMiXennia 3f Librzries

Copyright Corner
Csiri~Cop~aghtedWorks for Meetings, Seminars, 226 Conferences
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Come on a journey with me toward the new millennium with our Phladelphia ZOO0 Annual Conference theme, "From Independence to Interdependence: The Next Phase in the Information Revolution."
This is indeed an era of interdependence, among individual information professionals, types of libraries, countries of the world, etc. Focusing on that interdependence can almost certainly strengthen us.
Those of you who heard Eugenie Prime at the Seattle Annual Ccnference ic 1997 n a y remember
that she quoted George Bernard Shaw who said, "You see things and you say, 'Why?' But I dream
things that never were and I say, 'Why not?"' I'm inviting you to join me this year in asking "why
not." For one year, let's erase "why" from our vocabulary. Whenever something occurs where we
would have asked "Why?" in the past, let's make a concerted effort to ?xn the quandary into a new
challenge and dedare, "Why r:ot'TW
Too often we hear of colleagues faced by a questioner with some version of the tired and erroneous
view, "Now thar, we all have PCs with access to the Internet, where b7eknow we can find everything we
need for free, why do we need li'lrarians?" In frustration, we ask "Whji?" Together, as interdependent
individuals and as an asscciation, we can educate these misguided folks! Why not? As part of my program for 1999-2000, with the help of SLA's staff and lots of willing volunteers, we will create a program to give all of you the tools and encouragement you need to monnt a vigorous campaign within
your organization to advocate for the value of special libraries.
Special libraries are being closed without careful analysis of the bottom line implications-without a
dear understanding of the value that these libraries bring to their organizations. Again, we wring our
hands and ask "Why?" In spite of the fact that we all work hard, with the good of the parent organization in mind, bringing into play "Competencies for the Special Librarians of 2lst Century," we are missiag the mark-not reaching those who need to be taught, or not delivering the message in terms that
are meaningful to them, not in tke right places, or often enough. It's time to revise our methods. SLA's
staff and Board of Directors are looking at the association's governmce structure, adapting revisions
with a view to making it a leaner, more responsive, more viable, valuable, virtual organization as we
move into the twenty-first century. Both SLA and its members should enter tF:e Year 2000 having rethought and revised what they do and how they do it. Part of the process of rethinking is to consider
what pieces of the past to bring forward into the future. Ic this, SLA's ninetietF: anniversary year, the
tried and true slogan that has been with us since the beginning, "Putting Knowledge to Workm,"is back
in favor and in the limelight. As an association, and as individual members, ou: challenge is to emphasize the valuabie pieces of our trzditions while reinventing ourselves for a secure future.
Over the years since they were issued, there has been a great deal of emphasis on the "Competencies for Special Librarians of the 21st Century." The document has been an impetus for information
professionals to look at themselves arid the work they do with a new sense of accomplishment and
pride. The competencies document has become a valuable "C" word in our coliective lexicon. A public
statement of our competencies, and om adherence to them, will not alone ensure success. I have selected a list of additional "C" words, mastery of which I believe is essential to our success as a profession
and as individuals. They form a second journey, taken alongside our journey to interdependence. I call
it the journey "From 'C' to Shining 'C."' I will be sharing these "C" words, and fne concepts behind
them, w i ~ hyou over the next few mocths. They include Communication, Competitive edge, Correlation,
Culture, Cheering, Courage, and Chutzpah! They are ingredients in our campaign to educate those who
need to understand the value of special librarians.
Get ready for the journey, and prepare to celebrate yourself and cheer each other along the way.
Why not?

Susan DiMattia, President
information Outlooh du14 '1999 5

Fgcjney /+ce&;~sprize
Lynn Fortney, vice president and dkector of BSCO Information Services Biomedical
division, recently received the
Medical Library Association's
(MLA) first ever Daniel T. Richards Prize given in recognition
for excellence in writing about
collectkg in the hea:?thsciences
field. Fortney was recognized
for work on the publication &dex Medicus Bike Study, 19941998, desiged to provide medical and health sciences iibrwians with information about inflationary trends within specific
biomedical disciplines. Fomey
is an active mem3er of the Habama Chapter, as weU as the
Biomedical 5s Life Sciences and
Pharmaceliticai 5s Health Technology Divisions.

Laura Gasaway, director of
the law Iibrary and professor of
Haw at the University of North
Carolina, Chapei Hill, received
the third annual Marta Langei
CQ Award. Casaway was recognized for her work at mastering complex law-related
subjects and engaging a wide
variety of audiences locally and
nationwide with her demystifying presentations. She was also
noted for testifying be! 'ore congressional committees and participating in drafting briefs for

in.;poP&nt Iegislation. In 1987'
she was given the distingu&f.,ed
john Cotton Dana Award and in
1988 she was camed an SLA
Fellow Gasaway is a member of
the North Carolina Chapter aed
the Legd and Museum, Arts &
llumanities Divisions,

Theo S. Jones-Quartey,infcrmation cecter manager at
W.R. Grace in Coiumbia, Maryland, was the main presenter at
the four21 diversity program of
the College of Zihary and Information Sc~dies,University of
PSlxyland, CoIiege Park, this
past April. Eer s?eedi, titled
'Mentoring: Persona! ReEections cf a Special Librarian,"
stressed the need for mentoring
for special librarians, particularly e t h i c minorities, zs weE as
0
a e need for mentoring in

to the li'xarian who has denonstrated exceptional dedica"?ionin their work, and a significant contri??utisn to sc3obrly
achievement in the academic
commmity. Awards were presented this past May ic Toronto, ON. &mmins is an active
member of the Toronto Chapter
and the Physics, Astrononry,
Mathematics DMsion.
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Clare Hart, executive dimtor of enterprise products, Dow
jcnes Interactive, Princeton, NJ,
was elected to tke board of directors of the Society of Competitive Inteliigecce Professicna h (SCIP). She will be one of
five directors serving on the
beard for a Ckee year term.
Hart has spoken at nunrerous
ccnferences indudicg 5ZA's
Annual Cocference, Online
America's corporate ~vorkpIace. Worid., SCIP, and Pzbijiic ReiaJones-Quartey is a member of tiocs Society of America, She is
Cle Mayland Chapter as weil as aiso lile president ef SCIP's
'Lie Science-Techeoiogy, Chem- New jersey Chapter, as well 6s
istry, Soio Librarians, and Li- an active member of .%A's
Business Q Finance Divisicn
brary Management Divisions.
and
New jersey Chapter,
.
. .
~ i. ) m - p i n sis ~ c ~ ; o y G

en nrore a a n fifteen committees, chapters, and task forces.
Eoorkman. a discinpished
member of MLKs A c a d e ~ yof
Eealth Infsrzation Professionals (AHIP). was instrxmentai ic the development of
LLie zcademy's credentialisg
program. She has also co-edited multiple editions or" the
Scok, Intrddsrcfibn to R&ence Sources in Heakh Scie~ces with SEAIMLA xember
Fred Xopa. Boorkman is a
membcr of lize Sierra Kevada
Chapter, and the Biomedicai 6s
Life Sciences Division.

The Minnesota DepaXrt;.ent
of BansportatLon 4ibraq video
ti5ed "Transportztion Librzia m Part~ers in Technobgy
2aasfer9' was chosen as oce sf
CQe sixteen best Minceso2
State documents of 1998. Winners were chose@from a fieid of
E y f s m d sdmissiens and
more !%an 1,GCC d s ~ m z n t sreviewed by the Minnesota Legislative Reference Library. h paneI of focr judges from the Min.-.
;?'-.c::
h,,? p p ;y,2$
nesota LiSrary AssXi2"liri Gov",.GL.,;:\::
: o : i :: : $ - : d ~ : = c ~
{ .J ..->
.:
;*
Z.)? npj-A>FQ;:q > ,
earner2 Ro:;cd'able seiected
Marjene Camrnins, Astron- ..'> !''ii'.. , L l ; L J ' V v
JsAnne Bsorkman, head which domments to be placed
o ~ Libray+
y
University of Toronto, has been honored by the librarian, Carson Health Sci- on the skC',een besf k t . Jerry
-.
Onhrio Confederation of Uni- e x e s ~ b r a r y , University of BaIdwh, the Iibrary dl:ecDr, is
versity FacuIV Associatiens California at Davis was recent- a rnember of §LA. Ze is a mem{QCUFA; for her contri'r~tlons ly chosen as a Fellow of the ber of the Minnesota C%apteras
made to librarianskip 5y a a - MedicaI Library Association weU as the Susiness Q Finance,
-;:$rary
"
.nilanagement and P a x demic librarians. The academic (M'LA). She has served c c
iibrarianship award is presented MLA's Board of Directors and. po?&tion Divisions.
"
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NlodeJ T car introduced
Titanic sinis
Robert H. Goddard begins roclietry experiments

This service is backed by thousands
of reporters,
hundreds of-news bureaus
and 1 commitment.
Only Dow Jones proves
its dedication to the
world-wide information
professional community
with the InfoPro
Aillacce and the Dow Jones
Leadership award.
The InfoPro Miiznce is a
c o k t i o n of programs designed

As~k/F'mi~c

Bj2.2832.2323

to help information professionals work more effectively.
The Leadership Award is
presented amually to the SLA
member who best exemplifies
the personal and professional
competencies highlighted in
SL& "Competencies for Special
Librarians of the 21st Century."

EUROPE/MIDDLE
EAST/AFRICA
44.171.842.9400

LATIN AMER!CA
525.282.0960

Learn more about the InfoPro
Alliance and the Leadership
Award at ip.dowjones.com
or by cailing 888-609-2397.

DOWJonesInteract-vg
................ ......

.......................

Everything You Really Need To Know.

UNITED
STATESINORTH
AMERICA
800.369.7466
01999 Dow lo,?$

E-MAIL
djiinfo@wsj.dowjones.com
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Sm.Pying V&,e of Infa~~mtior;
Serwces rs Specjal I,;3ra:ies 3r;c
Informstkin CeaZers (527. S 3 A me~&ers$22;
by PaaI B, Rancor
*
Results of this su~dy,examhing users' percepticn and descrzpzon of
m
*--..a
the valae of special libraries and ioformarion services in fie corporate
~.*
.- "---.--,* -setting, are exharrstiveiy d3~,'~mented.
in this Il0-page technial report
Ten libraries were stlzdied, through a total ocf 218 tdephcne inte~zews,
G . - . ..
restlking ;n more than 2,030 coded user utterances. The ssers' perceptions conformed fairly well to the taxonomy developed by the researchers in an earlier stxd.y,
with a few additionai coding groups htrcduced to deal with ccrporax issues.
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WS~TS' .Choice of F2tefing Xeth~dsk r EIectranic %xi
by 3:. Maya Ftdcl and Mkkad Cr-andali {$2Y7 ':I& emb bee 522)
This technical report descri~esresuits from <?e 1994 Goldspiel re-

search pr~jectfocusing on mnsiderations use& by mznagers and engineers to filter fuE-text dectronic technical periodicais. The project exanines whether &ex is a reiatiocship between users' o~linesezching
methods: their profession and their job responsibilities. Both the reievzct
and nor, rdevant factors dealt with subject matter, as weU as form, C G ~ 'Lent, acd witing siyle. In addition, scbjective and sis~atiomifzctozs
were important to users in determinisg reIwance. Tl~eresults of h e study indicate the complexity involved in esabiishing profile criteria that provide aseftlXfiitering neclranisrns.
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nstrin postulates his "Genera! Thesry 36 Relativity"
Short wave rariio introduced
19th Amenriment ratified (Women iright t3 wtej
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Members of
the Southern
California Chapter recently at:nded a workshop at Walt

power tool 'or
b u s i ~ e s snew-s that

the

~ i e l d sm o r e needles ]
per haystack.

in Amheim. CA, ofi Essential Technologies
for Going Digital. The workshop also included a tour of the Disney arctiive where members were allowed to see an authentic Oscar.
In :,he pic3.m SLA member Debbie
Hartzmaq from Disney's New Technologies
depaqment m d coordiiator of facilities for
the workshop jokindy presents SLA member Richard Kuiser with an Academy Award
for best chapter member.

kxas Chapter,.
C&kr&x;

i-ittjeth Annjjersa,~
r
-,

The Texas Chapter recently celebrated its
fiftieth anniversay -witit a reception honoring all of heir past presidents at the Lady
Bird Johnsori R7iIdflowerResearch Center in
Austin, Texts, this past April. SLA President Susan DiMattia a ~ dTexas Chapter
President Mike C. Zimmeman offered congratulations % the past presidents in attendance. Each was presented with a plaque
containing a certificate of appreciation for
their se2+.ce and contributions to the chapter. Those uaable to attend will receive
their cei-tificates in the mail.

Join the growiqg number of successfui busi~essestho! have come to rely on
QewsCcsi by WWO, h e mosi powah!, web-based busjness information service.
Eoch doy NewsCasi acwoiely iiiiers more bar: 100,030 news srories againsi
more than 1,530,000 ccisiom search terms. To acccmpiish this, VewsCasi wcs
b'4t around ine same ievoiutionciy pa8ern matching technology used by government
~ntelii~ence
cgencies. Exciusively ovallabk in NewsCasr, fhs profi/ing system
delivers uho-firie resulis on sll your 3ews searches.
As the firsi \web-ksed and ifiiranei-redy, 100%ou!sourced business flews service,
NewsC~siwd! have you up and ruming kskr, with r?oovsiie ssrvers and no cost
of ownership. Visit 0s today a: www.newscast.com, to f d out how WewsCasi is
heiping companies iike yours s ~ ahead
y
of the competition.
< ,

uj

,

Guests of honor at the 50th Annivers a y pa.fiy Apil 11, 1999 include Past
Presidents: (tog row) Marilyn Redmond
(94-95),Cahcljrn Meanley (77-78), Ann
M. Robertson (76-?7), Gail Wilson (95961, Lou Pxris j72-73), Claucia Bird (84S5), Julie HalImark (75-76), (bottom row)
Denise Chochrelc (93-94) , Janice Anderson (90-911, Peggy Shaw (87-88), Jean
Martin (74-75).
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We put information

t o work.

Ninety years ago, standizg on G?e veranda of Mt. Washington
Hotel in Sretton Woods, New Hampshke, fohn CoEon Dana and a
goup of twenty-six iibrarians decided there was a need for specialized librarianship. The ideas Lky discussed at the "Veranda
Conference" laid the foundation for the a e a ~ o nof an organization
that could serve the speciai interests of corporate, government, m d
academic iibrarles. As a result, the Spedai Libraries Association
was f~rmed.At the time, the notion of a goup of librarians creating their own organization based solely on specialized needs
seem6 f x fetched.

63e of SLRs most shining moments happened ir?, 1985, when
the association moved 21C?emansion at Dupont Ckde ir, Wsshington, DC, after ne&y fi:v-3ve years lr, New York City. CoLxidezBi-

pansion, build stronger ties with trade associarions, 2nd enhance
government reIatians with its close proximity to Capitol Fa,thus
establishing itself as ts hkrnationd orgmizztion.
h d here we are in 1999- a time af te~ecommutir:g,videoconferencing, online shopping, and vimal everyttling! Business
moves at the speed of
be appropriate 9 look light and we're ail exback and reflect upon sone of the signitkzt events t5at have pkiyed pected to keep up. TecL
a pivotal role in the associa~on'shist~rys i c e its inception. %..is B- no109y has given way
sue of 1n~"ormatlbnOutImk featmes an SLA fhel'e of chrono1o@d a mltitude of career
events ruming concsurrentIy with a world: event timelime. You WZ options and a bri& 5have an oppomnity to appreciate G'I~history of the association and t u x for all information
put kta perspective tize events, the people, and the places that un- professionals. 'Pake advantage of what the
doubtedly shaped the htrm of the assodation well as the worId.
miilencium has in
Bere are s few of the SLA events that zre featured on the tieke,
m y nm parallel with world events that have d b ~ g e dthe face and store-it's certah ta 3e
conscience of humankind. In 1920, the 19th hendmer,"; allowed exciting for SLA ar;d the
women 31 this co~ztrythe rigk a vote, however, a year before ShSi profession as a whole!
Lookig back on tine
elected Maude A. C~abir;,,&lam,
ninety years of events
as its k s t female president. In
that have placed the as1942, during tke %st stages of
sociation as a world
World Wax E, the association took
leader k :,he advancethe ;Inita:tive lo extend dl of its
aent of specid :far&sexvices to public md. privak lianship, it is safe ta say,
braries engaged LT n;ltiand dethis is what john Comn
fense a n ~the war effort. L? the
Dam and a g m p of
197Q's, the association piayed a
twenty-six
Ebrariazzs
role ir, denouncirg the policies of
sanding on the veranda;
apartheid h South A%cz by pmtesting South Africa's membersEp i? m and the S M merhership of the fdt. Washmgan
also approved a resck~tionnot @ select wsnferences md meetilmg sites Hole1 in Bretton Woods,
WH. had in &d.
8
in states that have not ratifled the E q - d Rig& Amendment.

Publitity methods exhibited at annual confeteme
Mmbers;hip count I,! 29

insdin first given to &abetits
First rcheduled N broadcast

As a valued member of the association, you will benefit from a broad range of
products, programs, and services especially designed to meet the needs of
special librarians.
Visit SiA3 World Wide Web site at http://www.sla.org today for complete
information on the member benefits you can't aflord to be without! Or contact the
membership sta8 at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 671 or at membership@sla.orgfor a
complete membershippacket.
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ince its inception in 1996, %A's web site has
enabled OK members to access associaion irformation
~z~ou~rld
the clock. Tqe addition of tiis Mexbers
Only section is designed to add to the value of ycur SLA
membershir, ard increase your access to the assoc~ation.
Features include:

the editing session and your infomation will be uppdated in
SLA's database.
Unit, dues, a d comxlttee assignment infomation may
be viewed by clicking &e appropxtate bnttons. 722% information is specised as view oniy and may not be edited.

Whst is t h e k?Jho3 Z(t4xi Feature?
The Who's Who is SLA's online version of onr printed
mnnai membership directory. The information here is

How D D I~Access 'she Section?
Enter the Members Only section by typing
--- -~--.
,"
-..,-a ~ clicking
...:,-,w.l-:..s:.;
d
on the Members Only lirjc.
m. .
inrs link will take yon to the §LA Member Login
screen. Once at the Login screen, type your last name and
your personal identification number (PIN). This PIN is
located on your SLA membership card, at the bottom cecter. After e n t e e ~ gyour name ar,d PIN, click "Logic."

Linked directly to on: database: so C?at address changes
processed i:l the database will 5e reflected almost i m e d i ately ir, the oniine Fho's Who.
You m ~ use
y a number of search criteria to locate members in t l ~ ed i ; e ~ t o y%e
~ searchable fie:& appear at. the
. .
top of tile screen. SixpBy enter ywx c z t e m m d click
'Search for Members." If you m&e a mistake, or wish to
co~ducm
t o t h sezrch, ciick "Reset." The resdts of yom
search will appear or, the iower hdf of t3e screen. You may
ah3 sezrch for mexbers al~habeticailySy ciickir,g on the
letters above the words "Who's Wno." -WEE a sezch is
complete, you may dick on a speci5c =ember's ~ i ~ ; 1 1toe
see coctact information as it would appear in the pen? version of the directov.

How Do i Navigate Bemeec Features?
To navigate between vviocs features of the Members
Only section, click "Member Home" in the left margin of
the page. %is will :etcn: you to '.he welcome screen. From
t i e welcome screen, click on tlk feature of yonr choice.

Wky Must i Eprter a FIN?
35 t h e Vkw:CRarsge Feature7
This feafxre aEows yon to view personal memberslhip
infom~ation,such as cozact information, last dues payment, -mi: afiiiiations, 2nd committee assignments.
Tais screen diispiays your contact information as it appears in SLRs database. To edit your contact ix"ormation,
s i q l y change the information directly on the screen. After
confirming that yonr information is correct, ciick "Submit." If you make a mistake while editing, click "Reset"
and begin again.
Once you have submkted your edits, Cqe Cocfim
Member profile screen will stppear~Please check ycur infornaation for accuracy azrld click " C o d m . " K you wish to
re-edit yonr record, ycn may do so by cliciking '"e-Edit."
Please note that your chaiiges will not be stored in SLRs
database unless you click "Confii-n?." This will complete

What

.

.....--

The Mexbers Ocly section is password protected for
y m r security. Became yonr me=bership ID number appears on x a i l i ~ giabeis sent from SLA, a new, secure m d
unique PM has beel? created for you. This measare of security is designed to prevent anyone other thin yollraelf
frox seeing and/or chzrging yonr personal information.

What [f I Misp%eca?&yPiN%
Please keep yonr membership c z d ip, a sec'are but
hm5y kcation to avoid misplacing yow PIN. h tile event
you lose y o x ~card m d forget. y o u Pm. ywa may e-mail
membershig3@sia.og for t h s infomatioc.

Whgi 5houId 3 C o c t ~ t fWith Question27
We welcoxne yo.a feedback on this x m r benefit. If ywa
have m y questions or co-mments regarhg the section: piease
.o;.;;.
feel 5~ to e-pITdt&epAto ;~T:~~2b.~;-~~2i.::.
a

More efficient methods of haedlig membership established
U.S. siwk market crashes
SLA Iist of members published
Photo flash bulb d ~ ~ e i o p e d
St4 moves to the Stether-Hafner Building, New York, MY
World War II begins i n Europe
.-.
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Now the information you're looking for
is looking for you.
Introducing Mite 2, for Business and Information Professionals
Sudcienly: things are looking up when it comes to
help~ngbusiness professionals find the answers
they need. Because with InSite 2:" the answers
come iooiting for them. Its user-friendly
ALERTS are included in the budget-friendiy
true flat-fee pricing. In an exciting departure
from basic database presentation, we've organized
content zromd popular business issues: companies,
idustries, and people. This solutions approach

tumur.infarrnationou5Ioohh~om

.x,..~
..<,.<. !F

delivers timely, relevant information in easy-to-use
reports. fnSite 2 for Business Professionals is an
effective tool everybody can use right now. Which
frees you ro spend more tine on sophisticated
research. And if you subscribe to InSite 2 for
Information Professionals, ~ o u ' l lhave just the
tool for that. We've put a solution in your nmds - and
the rest of your company as well. Try out Insite 2
today, call 1-800-419-0313 ext. 2030
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In tile November 1998 issue of informah'on Outlook,
Robyn E. Stanley and Christy Confetti Higgins wrote an
article titled "So M:J& Push, So Littie Time." As a folkxvI
on how free ""pshh"technolsgy
up7 tids piece -&focus
available on the World Wide Web san help anyone create
a site tilzt keeps people abrezst of current events.
About three years ago, I buiit a web page essentidiIy
amounting to a list of my favorite research sites on the
Inter~et.BasicallyI I ase it as a glorified set of book-

sites, or that can be displayed as separzte windows on a
mmputer desktop. Unlike those tickers, the ones to be
Wed ir;, this article may all be piaced on persona1 web
pages without cost.
7

h e 'T.s$i N e ~ / -~
s,' jcker

The first free ticker I discovered comes from the Total
Kews web site. Tot& News is z site that indexes-and
allows for the searching of-current news stories from a
variety of major web sites, such as MSKBC,
ABC News, Fox News, USA Tcdgy, and Yahoo.
Additionally, Total News makes a free Java ticker avaUable to anyone wanting to p t it on a
web p g e .
The Total News ticker includes six news c a w
gories-news, business, world, sports, sci-teck
and life. It is customizable for the viewer of the
ticker. The viewer mq7 choose ts m k e the ticker
display none, &, or a specific num3e: of the
headlines for a12y news category The viewer
m y ;also scroll back acd forth b e m m headlines asing two anow buttons. When tke viewer
clicks on any headlke, a new browser opens,
co~tainingthe ?dltext of the story from the corresponding web site.

The ;Tag N y ~ Tsi ~ k g r
Offer& a simijar Java news ticker is Cle Tan
News site. 7am offers a range of free news Sermarks, allomyng me to easily access those sites, regard- vices to other web sites in exchange for the opportunity
to display advertising messages. Tbe 7 m ticker is one of
or what computer I'musing.
Iess of where I
these
services.
I
have
supplemented
my
page
As time has passed,
The Tam News ticker is simdar b the T o g News tickwith severai free "tickers" available on the web. So
now not only do I have a Iist of usefui research sites, er ir, that it provides Iinks to stories from a vaIfety of mzbut also a means to keep myself and others updated on jor web sites, s ~ c has CNN, the BBC, f i e Wahingeon
Post, YahoolRenters, CBS Sportslke, and B e 5'om:ag
the iatest news.
It shcuid be noted that there are hundreds of propri- N o w . T a m also supplies some of its own stories, as well
e&ry news tickers on the web that appear on specific as the aforementioned advertishg messages. Xle major

by Jack S ~ c p k iS@cgnski
.
if a researchu in the NBCl~omafionResou~ce&atebrievy York, tJia He also mainHe
tains "%e Spom Hot Sheer, " which is now at a new address (h~~://membe~§.xoOmmcOI;a/hOt~h~e~~pOrts.htran~
c m be reached nk e-mail ~t/uc&.S~c~n~ki@nb~.com.
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Salary Survey conducted and published in Speciai librwies
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difference from the Totd News ticker is that the 7am ticker is customizab'le only by the webmaster of fne site displaying it. The webmaster chooses which of ten news categories wiII be displayed,
such as USA news, world news, specs news, Christian news, or
even Australia or New Zealard news. The webmaster m2y also add
locaI headlines or messages with links. The viewer has no cantmi
of this ticker. There is no Getermining which or how maiiy headl i e s he or she will see, nor is there any scrolling back and forth.
between headlines. Clickkg on a headline takes the viewer to the
full text of the story, but unlike the Total News ticker, a new browser does not open.
:f
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Rather than offering one ticker with a choice of categories Like
Tam, Web lEcker offers a variety of specialized Iava tickers. This
takes the customization option away from the webmaster, ivIm is
now forced to display multiple tickers if multiple categories are desired. Of course, that dso means the viewer has no control over
these categories either. At present eieven categories x e available,
including news, spor"~,business, technobgy, enter"ai;lment, and
health. Headlines link to the fa:U text of stories from a scmewhat
wider array of major sources, L?dudcg CNN, Yahoo, USA Todq,
Rre Washingon Pst, ESPW, fie Sportzizg N e w , Wired, ZDNet,
MTV, EI Online, fie HolIp~oodRporte; and Rdting Stone. As
with the TotaI News ticker, clicking on a *Jets Ticker headline opens
a new browser,
-.
3 . iej ;rrke~s
-7

Like Web Ticker, e.Tel offers a variety of specialized Java tickers
that cannot be customized by either the viewer or t5e webmaster of
the site displaying them. The specialty of e.%l is sports, v~ithits
free tickers offering updated scores mi licks to the full text of major sports stories, courtesy of ESPK. The e.Te1 tickrs include three
general sports tickers, as well as specific tickers for basebali, football, hockey, and basketball. The company also offers a stock market ticker, a genera! news ticker, and a radio ticker with links to live
Internet broadcasts. Like the tickers from Totd News and Web Ticker, clicking on a headline or score or: an e.Te1 ticker opens up a cew
browser.

p i f $ a ~ eTir;<ers
4

Agac, like Web Ticker and e.Tel, seaiWageoffers a variety of
specialized Java tickers that, for the most part, cannot b, customized by either the viewer or the webmaster of <tie site displaykg
them. These include tickers for the stock market, general news, aqd
sports, as well as a lava dock. The webmaster can customize the

market ticker to dspiay specific stock qquotes, and L?e cicck to display a specific time zone. me biggest drawback of the selfFage
tickers is that clicking on qsotes, headlines, or scores careiy provides the viewer ws! ~:uchzddtiond kformation, such as the MI
text of a story. The selPage tickers are free for persona! web sites,
per year tto use
bxt commercial web sites x e asked tc ~ a $49.9
y
5iem. The company q u e s t s that personal web site operators display a large banner advertising ssdfPagels Internet directory registration services.
A y t j s e ~.-..i ie:p~.s
J

A Q e n dso offers specialized Javz tickers that annot be mstoxized by t5e viewer or v&m.ster, except-Iike 7am-the webmaster
m y add l o d ha&ines or messages v&k links. %e we5master may
also decide vhether or not ciicking on a IseadYix w% spec a new7
browser. Ot?ier than that, each availabk news mtego~jreq~iresthe
webmasteer to dispky a sepzrate tidier, as is the case with Web Zcker
and some of the others. Artigen ategor',es focus m.aidy on science
and teck?ology$ -\with science, health, zmd hfo-tech tickers sspplemented by a genera! news ticker. Prhary somes for fv.II-tez stories
include CKN, die BBC, geuters, MC, and cinet.
j
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RaLier L?an Java, the MSN Icvestor ticker uses ActiveX technoiogy, which can be viwed on Mbosof's Istercet Explorer browser,
b-ct not all others, This ticker is fuUy and easiiy czstomizabie 'sy the
viewer, using the "custm" b~tton.The top line of the k k e r provides market indices acd a.ny stocii quotes a ewer desires on a
brief delay basis. %e bottom line provides news hea&ines courtesy
of MSNBC in a variety of viewer-defined news categories. Gqese incluCe commerce, heal&, investor headlines, living, news, on-ak,
opkion, sports, technology, and weaLkr. Clicking on a quo2 provides the viewer with more information aboct the stock from MSN
MoneyCentral. Ciicking on a news headline provides the fuE-text
story from MSNBC. Neitker dick opens GF a new browser- Webmasters are requked to ktispiay a arid dsdaimer below this ticker.

,,yeeatre -i :riie;-s

ii'

The Weather24 ticker is a basic Java apple: that provides current
weather coaditicns a d Bxperatmres for major cities natiomide.
There is no addion@ infomation avz2able. In &?er words, no
"clici~ir~g."
Titie ticker is not c u s ~ m b b I for
e eiffier the webmster or
he viewer, except that the viewer may change 2s scroKmg speed.
%e Weather Underground calls its service 2 .'stkker," rather
thar, a "ticker." Regargess. its basic GGIP grapXcs are updated kouriy and dispiay the temperatxe m d weather conditions of acy dty

or cities the webmaster selects. Clicking on the sticker takes the
viewer directly to a Weather Underground page featuring a forecast
and add3onaI weather information for the city specified, without
open@ a new browser. Adding one of these stickers to a web site is
as simple as going to the Weather Underground front page and typing in the qame of the city desired, then clicking on the "Add this
sticker to your homepage" link, and following the directions listed.
The Weather Channel offers two similar products called a
"weather magnet" and a "weather viewer." Again, the webmaster
selects a specific city for which to display weather conditions. The
'.mzgr.etn is almost identical to the Weather Underground's sticker,
with only oasic information provided on the graphic. Conversely,
the "viewer" is much more detailed-including features such as radar and satellnte photos-but is also much larger, and has a texdency to dominate any page displaying it.

.ather T",r-ers
There a x more sites that offer free Java tickers for web sites,
among then News Index and Pointcast. News Index is a site similar
to Total News., Tbe basic News Index ticker takes viewers who click
on a headline to a list of stories from various sites. Webmasters
may also mtomize News Index tickers to search on key words in
stories from a host of sources, and display headlines of specific stories containing those words. However, News Index tickers are a bit
confusing. Arid although Pointcast was one of the originators of
push technology on the web, its free news ticker is also somewhat
disappointing,
On the other hand, there are some very good tickers targeted to
specific audiences. UniSci offers a free ticker linking to its science
Hews stories. StatMarket offers a ticker focusing on Internet trends
and statistics, and includes stock quotes and comparisons for major
Internet companies. Mea~while,Exploring Faith and iRESiST offer
free Christian-oriented tickers--Exploring Faith linking to stories
from mainstream media, and iRESiST linking to a wide wriety of
sites, inclucihg public message boards.
Lastly, f ~those
r who would like to create a new Java news ticker
for others to pct on their web sites, there's a free service from 3ckerlsnd. Not only do 'ilckerland tickers allow news providers to program in their own headlines, but webmasters using the tickers may
also add locd headlines or messages, as is the case with the 7 a ~
anD -4ttige~tickers.
jy7
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InsulIing any of the tickers on a web site is as easy as adding a
few lines of HTML code. Once done, simply sit back and enjoy.
With the exception of the tickers that allow for the changing of local
headlines or messages, there's no further work involved. Go to the
Bahamas for a week, and the tickers continue to be updated. Your
patrons will think you're hard-working, and a genius!
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Membership count 5,443; SLA disaffiliated from AM
Retired membership established with dues of $5
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n t h e serials acquisition i/vorid, a Ist sf things can g o w r s n g . Knowing h o w
to fix them-quickiy-is

paramount. RoweCom's services can streamline your

contenf acquisition, providing direct access to your serials records and a
minimum of involvement irl routine ordering and claim processing. You can
maintain a complete subscription m a n a g e m e n t system, a s you s e e fit.
Choose from m o r e t h a n 45,000 magazines, journals, a n d newspapers f r o m
over 15,000 publishers, plus 8 million books. Choose RoweCom.

www*YOwe.cu
Call 1-800-ROWECOM, ~ 2 8 6Or
. email infa.su%look%rowe.csm
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Knowledge for ~ o w
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hat was the attention getting question we asked librarians via an e-mail survey in
the sunmer of 1997. And the response? A resounding, YES! And we were
concerned that anyone would bother to return the survey at aII . . .

As three libraryrans wh3 had come up through the ranks (i.e., as student assistants and
support staff), we wondered how many others had segued into librarianship in much the
same way and, if pre-M.L.S. library work experience significantly influenced an individual's
overall job satisfaction. The central question we posed: If you could dc it all over again,
would you? (Become a librarian, that is). Regardless of the daily grind, lack of respect for
librarians and their work, and the sometimes "unreasonable" demands of library users, a
majority of the over 500 clegreed librarians responding to our survey seem to be quite satisfied with their career choice.
Mara L. HoudysherI ik a senior assktmt Iibrmian in the Refermce md Instructzbn D q m m t
at Cal!omiaState Universifvt Northri&c BibIiographicInstruction Lecturep; Subject Specia%t
in the areas;o~~Educmon
a.ad DegfStudies. She rngy be reached at mara..hou&shell@csun.edzc
Pa&cia A. Robles is a senior assistant librarian at Calfomia Stare University, Baker~eld
Circulation clt MuIticuIral Libranan. She mq be reached at probles@csubak.edu
Hua Yi is an assstant librarian at Cal?omiaState Universig, Baker@dd Electronic InJrmatibn Libranin. She m q be reached at hyi@csubak.edu.

experience sated that they would once again choose the profession
(see Table 4). Statisticdly speakkg, the numbers represent an
eigiity-two percent vote of confid-encefcr their career choice by tile
"..
first goup and eighty-six percent for the latter.
Of the 500 tallied surveys, 288 librarians said Cley would defiThe bottom Iine seems to be that most people who chose "Lo ennitely choose librarianship as a profession agais, whie an addi- ter t3e profession did so primarily becanse of a genuine appreciational 182 librarians said they would probably choose a libray a- tion for Cle pursuit of kcowledge and L&xmation--and f ~ helping
r
reer again. These Wo groups account for nearly eighty-seven per- ot3ers parsue the same. Xegardiess of employment baciigrotmd-in
cent of the respondents. Not a bad vote of confidence for a career or outside--of a li'srary environment prior tc o3taining aa M.L.S.1
perceived by the public-at-large to be alternately dun and fascinat- M.L.LS., most Iibrarians enjoy their work and chose it wiLi very iiting. The number of responses received in less than a one monfn pe- tle outside influence.
riod, both by e-nail and traditional mail, was impressive (close to
600) and enlightening. Librarians from ma1tigle sectors of the feld
were more than enthsiastic tc "taik about their chosen career, the
questionnaire itself proving to be its own best puirbcity. It seemed
The surveys returned to us (seventy-eight by U S mail) a x e
as if librarians everywhere were eager to respond to our query. f i e from an over the United States and a few from other countries. We
survey (consistkg of twenty-one questions) stimlated such an in- heard. fron academic librarians, pblic Iibarians, and special llibrarterest, that it could not be ccntzined within the confines of any of ians: corporate, law, medical, and fredancers.
our ten pre-selected electronic Iibrary listing services. WkJe we reMuch to our surprise, Cie bulk of responses came from special
quested formal posting permission of these sites, the relative con- librarians (224), fouowed by academic librarians j 152), and public
venience of e-mail led to the survey being readily passed among librarians (82). Z?e remaining fo$y-five can be classi8ed as xisfriends. Kot only did Iibrarians respond to the survey, but m a y ceEaneous categories or missing respoeses on returned survey
also added notes of enconragement, a few even expressing appreci- forms. Based on tP:e num5er of respomes by @e of iibrzry exation that someone was raking the time conduct such an inquiry rentiy empIoyed, we learned a valuable and humorous lesson, a vacation month, such as August, is perhaps not the best time to con(ellipses indicate separate commeets):
duct a survey if the go& is a balanced response pool.
9~mmervacation patterns x a y account for the somewhat l o p
sided respondent g c u p n u d e r s , leading us to the hypothesis that
many academic librarians are taking vaation time in A ~ g z s prior
t
to the start of Lie academk year and that xany pubIic likarians are
taking h e off foilowing the conciusioc of their hectic snmmer
reading programs.

Can" & \&&aq,,,

As the surveys literally poured in, we became convinced that we
had made the rightt decision to chance our survey ir: ZI edectronic
format. Hn fact, the ease of responding electronicdy eo doubt aided
in insuring that a willing recipient would return a form. in seeking
to gain insight into an individual's degree of job satisfaction, we
ccneIated two key factors, 1) Would you do it all over again?, and
2) Did previoas work experience in a library environment (prior to
obtaining their M.L.S./M.L.I.S degree resdt in 2 higher level of job
satisfaction? Well, yes . . . and no.

Thee hundred eight iibrarians had worked in a libray environment before obtaining their library degree (293 of those for one to
ten years) while 190 had spent one year or less working in a library (includifig those with no library background at all). How does
this conelzte with the likeiihood of &hosing the same career path
again? One hndred fifty-five individuals (out of 190; of those
with Iittle or no prior library experience wou1d choose the profession again, cornpired to 271 (out of 308) With some I i b r a ~w~o ~ %
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On this aspect, we can only specu1ate. Special librarians proved
to be a very enthusiastic respondent group. Perbps h e to the naW e of &eir work these Iibrarians are cot necessady tied tc a traditional vacztioc cycle, making Llem more rmdiy available for
summer snwey participation. %ese iibrarians, workiqg done or in
small numbers (and generany w t h fewer resources oc hand), conceivably are nore accustomed tc the nse of e-xail as a primary
conmeicatim tcoL Tizis, in part, might aake special Ksrarians
more likely to respond (than other librariaz goups; to a survey
presented in this format.

As expected, most Iibrarians responding tc the sxvey and probably the majority working Li;?the trenches are white, by ethnicity,
and fernde (see Table I ) . AddtionaEy, most survey paskipants
hold the M.L.S./M.L.I.S. as Cqereir highest degree. A relatively smdi
nuxber hold a PkD, (see Table 2).

by respondents have been corrected, individual responses are separated by ellipses):
Are librzrians, In general, happy with their choice of profession? If ou; sampling of 500 out of the librarian labor pool of an
estimated 154,000 librarian positions held is an accurate indicator,
then yes tbey are (employment number is based on 1996 estimates p~b~ished
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1998).
Across all returned surveys, across all areas of the profession, the
majority of librarians saiC that they would definitely do it all over
again. In response to one of our primary questions, "[In regard to
your] :3verd satisfaction in attending library school and choosing
librarianship as a profession . . . would you definitely, probably,
possibly, probably not, definitely not, or [you're] not sure-would
you do it again? The decision was clear, 418 librarians gave their
career choice a thumbs up, indicating that they would definitely
choose it agab (see Table 3). An additional fifty-two individuals
worrld possibly make the same decision.
As was originally hypothesized, most librarians had some type
of previous library experience before obtaining their M.L.S., although not D the extent we had anticipated. Librarians simply
seem to enjoy their career choice regardless of their prior work experience. This finding was a bit surprising, based on our initial assumption, but not unwelcome. Our third survey question specifically addressed library employment of those with library work experience prior to obtaining their M.L.S.1M.L.I.S by requesting, "the
number of years spent working in a library in some capacity
(OTHER t h as a librarian) PRIOR to obtaining a library degree"
(see Table 4). Those who did have some previous library work experience werc asked to comment on factors that influenced their
decisicn to pursue librarianship as a profession. Following are
some of their comments. (Note, minor typographical errors made

Part of our survey also focused on what influence other individuals had on a librarian's decision to enter the profession (as was
mentioned previously). Were respondents influenced to undertake a
information Outlook Ju1q 1999
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career in librarianship by those around them? The question, "To what
extent did the following influence you to pursue &r;?ry m d h f a tion science work?" rweded that public
academic l%ra.ians, more
tha19 those in other categories, had the m s t Mbence in this area jalthough not to an overwhelming e e n t l - s i ~ s a n t influence by a
public librarian +Aedtc a whopping twenty percent (close to the same
percentage were influenced by I Wmembers)
~
while si@cant influence by an academic fibrariaa m e to twenty-rhe percent.
Another insightful h d h g it? the survey results was noting
whicil librarian g m p s have the most enthsiasrn for dehitely
choosing librarianship again. These two groups were Ktose ~ d i c
have been in the profession for twenty or more years (approximateIy twenty-four percent), followed closely by fhose who have been in
the profession one to Zve years (approximately twenty-two percent). This rnigllt be explained, in part, by the investment in library
work belonging to those in the fieid twenty or more years and by
the "nemess" and excitement of the profession felt by librarian
"young guns", regardless of chronological age. Tiqose witii longterm employmect records a d d not have possfily foreseen the
amount of technological change Llat would o m r , yet remain dedicated to Gle profession or who, at the very ieast, are WiIIing to work
in an increashgly technobgd environment. Those newer to iibrarianship, conversely, enter the profession knowing Ciat technology is changing-and constanfly. This is perhaps part of tlleir reasoning in choosing 1ibrariar.ship. These scenarios are decidedly hypothetical and are certainly areas for Fwther stiidy.
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t4timately, what is it that maiies an individual want to pursue 3brarhnship as a professicnUt is definitely not for the salary. Only
twenty-eight percent of the survey group kdicated that this aspect
was an incentive. In fact, in regard to pay, sever& surveys came back
with brief conments stAh as, "Are you iiiddhg?iX, "Ha!", and
'What money?" Nor was it for the status ic society-a mere nineteen
percent indicated a strong incentive there. Indeed, C?e intellectual
challenge (eiglty-two percent of respondents) and the opportm2y to
be part of a service-oriented profession (nhety-3ve percent) seemed
to -&out over aE other motivations. While many librarians rnigh~
not cite service to the cornunity immediately as one of txiir reasons
for their career choice, it is interesting to fmd that so nany respndents gave "service" such a high ranking in importance.
Other influential (or non-Ltflue~tid)factors of no= we* as an
alternative to teaching (twenty-six percext) a good job market
(twenty-four percent) anO to supplement another degree (twentytwo percent). Of greater hfluecce was. enjoyment of the work/wcZing environment (eighty-me percent) to earn a living (sii-four
percent; which is not necessarily tiie same thing as for the "great salany"), and previous experience irv'or use of the library (s;%y-bvo
percent).
As noted above, it appears that the strongest reason survey respondents chose the profession was for the work environment, and
second to that, to earn a living. One of the most variable categories
w&in this question is that of a good job markeL There is no doubt
that there is a correlation between the response to this question and.
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Cte year that an individual entered the profession, Far exaxpie,
t5ose beginning their lilbrarian careers in the 1970's and in the eariy 19903, m y have found it more d2"ficuit to End fke exact type of
position they had envisioned wh2e they were stii working on their
degree (one of the &ree authors included).
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In conjunction with the question of "reason for entering the profession" was the request for infomation about what librarians
liked best-arid l a s t about the profession. This seemed to open up
the floodgates for cements and ophims. VLl?at foliows is a. selection of actus respondent comients (again, minor wogra$icd errors made by respondents have been corrected, indivihd responses are separated by eBipses):

A. Gender and Ethnic@ of Response Pod

........................Gender By Number ........... By Percentage
....................................... of Respondents ............ of Respondents
Male .......................................... 78 .................................. 15.6
Female ...................................
413 ................................. 82.6
Gender

Invalid or
Missing Responses ................... 9 .................................... 1.8
.... 100.0
Total ......................................... 503 ................. .
.

Gender ........................Gender By Number ........... By Percentage
....................................... of Respondents ............. of Respondents
Asian ........................................ 16 ..................................
3.2
Hispanic ..................................... 9 .....................................1.8
Black ........................................ 5 ..................................... 1.0
White ....................................... 445 .................................. 89.0
...... 1.6
Other ......................................... t3 .......................... .
.
lnvaiid or
Missing Responses .................. !7 .................................... 3.4
500 ................................. 100.0
Total .......................................

Degrees Held by Lbrbmrbns
Degrees ........................... By Number of ............ By Percentage of
Held .................................. Respondents ................... Respondents
M.L.S. Only .............................. 378 ................................. 76.1
Two or More Master's ............... 91 .................................. 18.3
Ph.0. ....................................... 26 .................................... 5.2
Invalid or
.
............. 0.4
Missing Responses ................... 5 ....................
Total ................................
........ 500 ................................ 100.0

Because all of the individual responses were difficult to quannfy,
we gouped reiated comments by category, singling out the wp
three 'enjcjr most" and "enjoy Ieast".
First of dl, the "l:kesn: Helping patronslchallenge of a good
question j '18Oj, daily challenges/intellectual ch&enge/continw.l
learning (2251, and diversity of worklvariety (71j. And the "dislikes": Low s%tus/low visibiIity/low pay (1Ol), boringlrepetitive
tasks (71;. acd battling the bureaucracy/politics (64:.

And Z d y , cf paCidar interest to us was library use by F~tureli. wondered whether active usage of the Ebrarrazs as t k y grew ~ pWe
bray :3y m kdividud andlor their f d y would somehow act as indirect indicators tc their chosen profession. Results showed that it was
library use by tiie individual, rather than the family that contribute6 tc
one's interest in working in the library environment. Personal use of
the library during this period was estimated by respondents to be-Qnce a Week ar More, R%y-three percent and at Leas'; Once, thij-five
percert. These percentages were sign&cantly greater &an an individual's estilated family library usage on a weekly basis, but quite s i i a r
in calcuIateited montlnly visits--Once a Week or More (twentynke percent) and Pit h i s t Once a Month (thuty-six percent).
%

Would y ~ do
u it, it18 over itgein?
Opinion ............................ By Number of ............ By Percentage of
......................................... Respondents ................... Respondents
Definitely.................................. 288 .................................. 57.6
26.0
Probably .................................. 130 ...............................
52 ................................... 10.4
Possibly ....................................
Possibly Not .............................14 ....................................2.8
Definitely Not ............................. 5 ..................................... 1.0
Mot Sure .................................
9 .................................... 1.8
Invalid or
Missing Responses ................... 2 ..................................... 0.4
Total ......................................... 520 ................................. 100.0

In library OTHER ............. By Number of ........... f3y Percentage of
than as a librarian .............Respondents ...................Respondents
.... 38.0
Less Than 1Year ....................190 ..........................
1 - 10 Years ............................. 2'23 ................................. 58.6
More Than 10 Years ................. 15 .................................... 3.0
Invalid or
Misstng Responses ................... 2 .................................. 0.4
5i?0 ................ .
.
............ 100.0
Total ......................................
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It'scomputing heaven,
The New

Ei Computing Wiiagd:

The aif-hone information
pface tha%illuminates the entire
computing industry*
You think the answer is 3uf there,
somewhere, in the dense fog of conputing
informatioe that l o o m in cySerspace.
You could be icsf for horrrs. Saivation is
now at hand iron the creators of the awarciwincing "gineeuicg information Viiiage:
Only the most relevant and relia5.Siesouices
of icformztion z e aiiowed to pass icto
Xi Computing Village.
The Coaputicg Viliage Cielivers the
specific abstracts, articles and papers you
need direct to your desktop. Tap into thousands of the best MJeb sites ar,d identify
trends. A network of experts resides in the
Computing W a g e to give you guidance and
to provide an opinion or. special projects
you are workicg on.
Find the best sources of icformztion, get
to the facts fast, icteract online with peerszil at o x integrated resource.
Visit w.ei.org/conputing or contact Ei
at 800-221-1044, Ir, Europe contact Ei Europe
hea.dquarters at: fax 4 4 1727 534052, emaii
a 612-9322-5611,
europe@ei.org.In Asia: f
enrail austrzi@ei.org,

&xnputing. Ei has it covered.
E N G I N E R I h G INFDRIUiATION !MC. IS A REED ELSEWER CC?v:PANY
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Rory Chase's recent article on changing
roles for library prcfessionals2 deliberately
Bung down a chdilenge to a profession that
is "in danger of being marginalized in the
new knowledge era" or, worse, of being
"made irrelevant". Are these rumors of impending profession2 death exaggerated?
There is certainly a lot cf debate, much of it
in the pages of Infomation Outlook. As I
negotiated Chase's arguments, I became uneasy. It wasn't just that Chase was searching for an identity that had not yet crystallized. It was tiiat the introspective debate at
the heart of the artide seemed more and

more beside the point, z little like the much
mythologized (in Canada) Canadian preoccupation with the Canadian identity. In this
respect the article was similar to many published in this field over the past ten or more
years. Whatever their ir~tent,and Chase's is
admittedly alarmisi, in order to be reformist, they are ali rather plaintive and/or defensive. Ty@cal is a piece in a recent issue
of a trade journal, which shall remain
nameless, which despite its aim- "to welcome the Internet as a new professional opportunity"-was really concerned with "justifying your role in an increasingly virtual

Taodhs Bums is project manager at Libra Znformation Services, Toronto. He can be reached
at libra@web.net. Shahida Rashid is director of libray services at Sunnybrook and
Women's College Health Sciences Centre, Toronto. She r n q be reached at rashid@fhz.net.
- - - - - - ----,.

Initiation of a study on mechanized records of membership
Rerlassifiation as an IRS Section 501 (c](3f approved by Iff5
Special tibrarieP registered as a trademark
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world of information resources." In other 9Chase's. ArLo&aiist of "infor-mzicn prowords, 5?e irtent was basialiy to conserve fessiond" FP] ski& is prcvided Lq a recent
an existing role. Articles Iike these are un- d d e by Josk Dv.bemI" who has a very
derstandable, yes, but they are beside a jot zpbeat take on the reievmce of IP ampeZenof points. In the larger world, outside the sies md laments the ~ncierm~agement
of
covers of professional jourrials, thiigs are kfomatiorr evident across the ktemet. Bv;
moving too yickiy fcr the iuxury of in the key a s k for ma&&;ing professiond rdprinciple role disc-~ssioas.Such discussions wance is not abszact consideration of Cyese
tend LO take up a k of time, which might generic roles and the approprizz krrninoiogy
be better used creating new products azd for therr,, whick enmirages an extension of
services :%at satisfy needs. '@:iie there is the discussion of professional identity; it is
&v~zysa time and a piace for pfessional what do fie users who zre f u n d ~ gservices
reflection, the mamefit at 5?e eye of the cy- wat done for <?em. 8 we want c h i q ir,ti?&
done (before the immediate chacges have area, it's better to go from there, the e x h e r ,
shown d~rabiecharacteristics) is unlikely in, rather thm the other way aroucd.
:o pel6 stabie conciusions.
W2en I first skrted woriiing with comAs I silsped masy redke, in our person- puters, I learned one thing quickly: 'dJhateval Eves the c d y practical resolrrtion to an er 5?e producers m d techies nay 5%ck, or
identity debate is to "just do it". The key 3 want to think, m a y mainstream users
determining what "information professicn- make rro reai distinction between hardware
ds" shonld be doing and how to consider 2nd s o h a r e , let alone diefits and servers.
thek trade is to icok at what t k r e is a client Just as a a; is a czr for many people-it alor user need for. Since users are probably !ows them 23 get from A to £3 and if i:
themselves nrLlke1y to know what they want doesn't, tilere's a place 51ey a n go to get i',
untg they see it, tize obviozs tactic of choice Fxed-so for most a cornpier is a amputinust be opportllr2stic experiment. For ser- es, a tool that dews them to get some work
vice providers, self-questionkg is likely to done. Eiey may not even see the work as
be 53th vague and endless. WIy? Beyond ar, information process at di. For Clem Ir
the simple life t;n& that you &an ody know doesc't matter whecier the people behind
what you're gmd at by d.ohg it, there's the the scenes are d e d computer scientists,
more concrete md up to &e W u t e reason cykarians, informzticians, or, for that natcited recently by Doug Qnrch3-"the end- ter, publicists, or trainers, or researchers, or
user d~main".To su~mit-izehis xgumenk administrative assistants. When we've
a number of tedmological developments, found out td?t needs to be done, we'2 find
particv.lar!y the Internet, have placed end- that those with the skills and indination to
users h the driver's seat of the information dc it WU 3nd ways to do it. What is m r e ,
world. And all kinds of tradition& profes- ia an era where teamwork is increasingly
sionals, from doctors to lawyers, to, dare we recogrized as the optimal way of condudsay it?, infomation system mnagers, are b g any process, rigid boundaries between
being forced to adjzst. When I suggested a roles zre being eroded. Xle most important
couple of years ago, to zn IS professiona2, role erosion in fke infornation icdnstry, as
G1at access to Lie Internet ir a sizabie orga- Church noted, has been that betweer, endnization shouid be broader than 5ke half user and provider.
A further, and equaEy ssignificmt, erodozen users their dep-ent
52d designated worthy, the response was a frustrated sion of landmarks is that between dzta, or
"Dh, well. i suppose we'll be i e e i g every- irformation or knwdedge, and fkrction (or
appiication). Chmh recogizes tF:k when
body have it cow."
Chw& re';ews the roIes that z e most re?- he s q s that '"he use of infomatior, wi!1
evmt to the '.infomation professional" in become integrated with these [basinessj
11% r,ew world, where, he reports, "the desig- processes [md]informatioc as a distinct renation %brarim' [i often] mea~igless"~. source m y no Ionger exisY2.%is is tile orEis lis:, of reievmt roles (consuItmt, mdyst, ganizatic_rlzl eequivdent of the silift to obfacilitatorltraher, Intranet content manager, ject-oriented compcter programming. Data
pro&& planner and marketerI corporate and Cleir appiica5ons are johed. When it
knowiedge manager) b e m many sinilarities occurs, infamation knctions are enbedded

in purposes and outcomes, recognizing and
producing immediate results for, strategic
organizational ends. Tte information professional becomes a necessag part of an
organizational project team, or non information staff adopt information roles. In either case, it is the organizational payoff
that matters more than the precise means
by which it is achieved.
The moral? Professionals of all kinds
have to lcosen up and improvise. Information is power, yes, for those who have the
means to apply it. But, as important, information is much more difficult to control
than other forms of "property". It spills and
leaks and is everywhere. Spend your time
creating applications that provide a pay off
tg you: sponsors, wherever they may be.
Real world evidence of these uncircumscribed user needs 4s supplied by the many
workers with con specific educational backgrounds, incI.liding library science, who toil
in the Eel& of the "information revolution". I L c e ~ catalogs
t
of the Syracuse University Schocl of lnformation Studies offer
instrucLive examples. Syracuse, North
America's original "information" school
(founded in 1974) offers three Master's Ievel programs: information resources management, science in telecommunications
and network management, and library science. l%e list of jobs found by graduates
indicate that though there are some differences, a number of them find simiiar work,
whatever their formal preparation. Examples are database managers and technical
support specidists. It is illuminating that in
contrast to the openings found by graduates of the other two programs, the library
science graduates' emplcyment record is
confined in the catalog to bar charts of the
kinds af libraries they were workiig in.
Even then, ssventeen percent were not employed in libraries at all. And I suspect that
of the ei@y-three percent working in libraries a sizable portion of them are performing tasks that have no particular, let
clone unique, connection to libraries. The
reality is that the library in general exists as
a historidy grounded institution rather
than a partic~lar,or even usefal, skill set. It
is, with the exception of a couple of core
tasks associated with the onsite collection,
where soaebody works, not what they do,
for whi,h the term librw has relevance. Job
urluro.i~f~rma~i~nou~look.com

profiles and their educational preparations
are migrating fast and dynamically, as new
applications and opportunities proliferate.
In the example that follows, we offer a
real life model of how this happens. We believe it offers lessons for all involved professionally in information services work. No
disciplines are sacrosanct in the new world.
Women's College Hospital (WCH) Medical
Library is a s m d special library serving a
unique and prestigious institution focused
on women's health. [Kote: In late 1998,
Women's College was merged with the larger
Sumybrook Health Science Centre to become the Sunnybrock and Women's College
Health Sciences Centre.] In 1994, professional consciousness of the possibilities of
electronic networking had developed enough
to stimulate the idea of an electronic women's health network that would link healthcare professionals in the specialty, and
would be available through the Internet. The
person chosen to create and maintain this

new infomiation utility was the medical librarian. Four years later, what was originally
the limited Electronic Women's Health Directory had become the Women's College Hospital web page, covering all areas and departments of the hospital, with links to related utilities around the dobe. It is a recognized success with use tripling in the last
three years and hospital departments vying
to create nore content for their own sections. The medical librarian, a web neophyte
in 1994, has become a accomplished webmaster. She has since been asked to create
pages for other organizations and now tutors interested hospital staff on web page
development. How did this come about? It is
not a unique story in the recent annals of library professionals, but it is still unusual
enough to provide useful lessons.
First, let us try to understand why the
medical librarian was chosen for this task.
The answer is a mixture of professional positives and negatives. On the positive side,
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xmagement iztiators of the electronic
Women's Health Directory project recognized
ir, the medid Zbrarian a profession& both
w i b g and abia to assume responsibility.
Rather than assigning web task fiinctions to
the IS department they recog:ized the tzsk
before them mazhed the kinds of infor~ation organization ad maragement skas of
the medicai iibrariar. On the professiondy
negative, but practidy fortunate side, the
medid librarian was both potentially
"cheaper" and a m y more enthusiastic
about the task, Cna the staff of IS, the other
department contender for well sit2 responsibility. Shce no Bnancial resources were
availabie at that time. W h g x s s to work
cheerfully for nothing, except the satiskctioc of Iearning new skis, won the day.
Once responsibiiity had been assigned,
the key For solidifiatior, of responsibiiity
was successfd implementation. M e r h e
Zlectronic Women's Heaith Directory was
launched ir mid-4995, usage steadily grew.
Sirr,dtaneotrsiy, the special advantage of
web publishirg forinformtion ~opicsbecame increasingIy zppxent. With the hospital 'mmersed, in 1995, in a political stmggle for its survivd as an independent instimtion, a number of departments saw fhe
web site as an effective agent for conmniiy suppo~.Depa~zectslike public reia:ions, engaged in the c o ~ ~ u n i c a t i o nside
s
of the politic& struggle, used it to keep allies updated on the campaign. As staff
tarnover increased in the wake of fiscally
incillced lzyoffs and possible irstitutiond
extinction, human resources szw the benefit of listing career oppomcities on the
page. In quick succession, followed brief
descriptions of aE major programs and services, dynaxic links to relevant sites, a icczl search engine and 8ustrative graphics.
By the end of 4996, the page had achieved
sufficient breadfl and useful dew2 to be
selected for recognition by Jim C a r d , one
of Canada's major internet journalists at a
presentation for the Ontario Hospital Association. Most interestingly, in terms of professional significance, he praised the praczc d utility of the page, the functional heat
of v&ch was stGI the Electronic Women's
Health Directory. Me compared it favora'dy
to other hospitai pages, which, at that date,
were usually electronic versions of print
brochures with lick or no interaeivity, The

p~"L~ary
m o d of this Me iA7% that, zr&e the
non-Zbmy &
st? mzjo&y of site designersrs,
ZE LzFomtior, professiond with a iibraay
3ackground had made niche ir2omtion u a ity the prinlary purpose of the page. %is had
Seen recogr:ized as the ri@t emphasis by
Carroll and the grodrlg body sf users,
By 3yqe end of 1998, a WCK 6epar":xent
Iike &e Neocad intensive Care Unit was
creating its own page, with instruction from
the medical libmy. The iibrzy had jns: instailed 2s online catdog so W E ' users
codd search hsspitd resources wherever
they were located. The ez'iy idez of a limited directory sf women's health p:actitioners
ilad bee, substantiaEy outgrown. The web
page was now recognized as a utiiity for all
staff and departments. The medicai Iibray's
page 3ad become the whoie hospital's acknowledged site.
To this p o i ~ twe have learned t h e
points: 1) being xarginal or relatively undervalued can sometimes (but not v e y ofk n , or for long) Se an advar:tage; 2) library
culme, or rather, its utilitarian base, is well
suited to some key feamres of the abJQ$d
Wide Web; 3) there is no szbstiate for eager and conscier;;isus dedication to a task;
4) abhor a vacuum if you Lqink you can
Learn somethicg by fiing it.
So &e story codd end. A fairy tale, it
seems, wi;ti1 the ckdenge to embrzce the hCdre and a d q t iL6) change successhEy met.
But 5qere is more. It is now <!at we enter the red world that living by your creations mveils for you. If the a k outside a
traditional professiond doset is invigorating, it can dso he xnset2ing. The very
emergem of new appliation needs Eke
~ ~ sites.
e b search engines, and intranets. for
which v i r t d y nobody h d been formally
trained untii two or three years ago, prevents them being yet the speciai preserve of
any one job dassification, educational
background, o: organizations! area. after
three years B e VJCH web page had go'm
in visibility and prestige and its vailre had
been recognized within the heait'bre comrmnity. General Internet a w e n e s s had
grown so exponentia:?lythe web (and anything connected with it) had become 'Yaol".
The we5 page is only one example, We
use it here to stand for marry ot&x unprecedented applications and seeices. Sucb applications, &om digitzl archives to expertise
b &

databases, to extranets and intelligent
search engines, are appearing every day.
Which application is adopted by which organization and how is naturally dependent
on an organ'lzztion's distinct cultmes and
values and the range of skills and fmancial
resources available to it. Con~moncharacteristics of new "knowledge management"
applications, sxch as these, include accessi...
~ i l ~ tconnectivity,
y,
informality, and speed.
But in an era of increasingly universal
coaputer literacy and quickly developing applications, there is no assurance that any
particliiar ski& or for that matter, any particular skill set required for such applications,
M Ibe found consistengy in the same background. Still, rational accommodation must
be aade aacd over time new organizational
and professional normalities will appear.
In: the meantime, can or should any professional tzrn their hand to anything?
There are significant voices suggesting
thisi. It seems reckless. But when we remember that information is now everybody's business, it appears as much a matter of racticaEty, The critical factor is not
so much whc has the key, or who was
trained to use it, bzt it is who can use the
key best. Thongh those information professionals previolrsly known as librarians can
argue that it is they who have the background most suited to the role of corporate
"knowledge navigator" it is hard to find
conclusive evidence to support the claim
that an information professional with a
subject speciality will necessarily be any
better thm, fx example, a subject specialist
with inhrmation skills. Even though there
are yet few schools dedicated to producing
the hy1xid professionals in demand in new
Icnowledge settings, there are many
"knowledge management" jobs available
and they are being filled by workers with
a variety of backgrounds. Since the early
1990's Th0ma.s Davenport has argued the
relevance or" "librarians" to the new
knowledge empowered corporation. But
thoxggh he seems to doubt the applicabili9 of Eradijonal information systems or
computer science backgrounds to this new
area of ccaipational need, when he
makes a list of candidates for the emerging jobs, it is long, including everything
from converted Iine workers, to journalists, reporters, editors, technical writers,
mrum.informatron~~tIo~k~com

as well as, yes, librarians-"The most intriguing new knowledge jobs, however, are
knowledge integrators, librarians, synthesizers, reporters, and editorsw1.
And it is here that we must confront the
d o m side of the potentially invigorating up
referred to by both Chase and Church. Not
long aker the WCH web page became recognized as an important corporate resource,
new actors began tc vie for its responsibility, from both witha the institution and outside it. Pedigrees cannot play much of a role
when a breed is only six months old. We
have already seen a new breed of professional. the "webmaster" emerging, its ranks
filled by professionals frcm a wide variety
of backgrounds. In this case, the application
has generated the profession. Let this be a
lesson to any professional who hopes his or
her pedigree will survive the new world intact. Worried for your f~ture?Learn the
new skills and applications in demand and
to which you are inclined, wherever they
may be available to learn, and let them be
your guide. The strategic generalist, who
combines "soft". cultural, skills and "hard",
technical, ones may be the heir to the
throne in these changing times, wherever
he or she may be occupationally located at
the moment. BE^ it is the strategic generalist with the practical streak who will seize

the moment. "Don't stand on the brink,"
exhort Davenport and Prusak, "get your
toes into the water1". As for the relevant
profession& designations, these will be determined by the economic contracts continuously being forged between suppliers and
users. Defining their central tendencies will
be the task of another article.
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http://stnweb.fiz-karIsruhede
http://stnweb-japan.cas.org

A division of the American Chemical SocieQ

c/o @AS
Phone: 500-753-4CAS (4227)
OF 614-447-3731
Tdefax: (614) 447-3751
E-m&l: help @cas.erg

Web-based
Sources
for the
RetaiI
Industry
he retail sector touches on a vast array of businesses, from the manufacturers who produce the
actual goods sold through retail outlets, to those who provide distribution, administrative, and
marketing services to them. Information professionals in many types of research centers may be
called to find data on the retail indusw. Fortunately, the field of web-based sources for U.S. retail industry research is growing, as more associa~ons,trade publications, and government agencies publish studies, articles, and data releases online.

Br-r ON Assoeia~ro~
Sma
Major associations are one of the best bets for finding good, current research materials in the retail industry.
The National Retail Federation (http://www.nrf.com)-which publishes a number of studies and surveys of retail
finance, information technology, merchandising, p~icing,and best practices, along with salary surveys and other
helpful pieces-now makes some documents available, for a fee, in downloadable format on its site. Also linked
from the NRF's site is its STORES magazine jhttp://www.stores.org), a monthly publication on retail operations.
The current issue is online in full-text; recent issues may be searched by keyword.
L M M (http:llmimra.org), the Internztional Mass Retail Association, publishes its press releases tracking holiday spending and other retail news on its site. Additionally, IMRA provides annotated lists of its research publications on consumer behavior, benchmarking, and compliance for retailers. The site aiso features a listing, by product
category, of retailers selling over the Internet, with links to their sites, and a storehouse of Y2K information and
links for retailers.
The International Council of Shopping Ce~ters(http:llwww.icsc.org) publishes press releases and detailed write-ups
oc retail activity by format in the US., and by region, state, and major metropolitan area. Data related to shopping cenhtml), and more retail
ters can be found in the Scope USA and Scope Canada areas (http:llwww.icsc.org/rsrc~dresearch.
Jean KeZeher is a practice research specialist at A. I: Keamg G?zicago. She earned her M.Z.L.S.from fie Universig gf
Michigan. She can be reached atjean.keleh&atkemq,com.
Dues for mamhrs and assotiates is $40.00
Prefessional developmerit department ertablishtd
David R. Bender, R.D.is appinted execetive director
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Appte I Computer introduced

First t&-tube baby born in UK
Margaret Thatcher elected first woman Prime Minister of Britain
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sStistics, s x h as res.aFs and h~pliatiocsof the ICSC's annual "Reta'ii counts of reCSersz d zverage store size. Tize site Islchies a growkg
ONnership Scorecard," reside under Taite Papers jh@://
list of retzders odina with t5eir corresponding bfleriinks, current
wwv~.ic~.or~srchlrsrchlwplhdex.f.).Tke EconStats section stock prices of leading rezners, an6 a calendar of industry events,
gaphs major mo~thlyecommic indicators to :he most currectiy avail- dong wZl BSWs a n e n t issue o ~ I c and.
e a searchabie archive.
able month, and. also includes reizil-specific indicators LIIa mmparaThe Fairchild Publicatiocs site (hq://www,faircFddpub.com)
tive chart format (h~:/~jir~~i~..icsc.or~srch/~srch/ecanssts/
links to Fxichild's severs important iindustly publications, irlc11;di~g
index.htxi).
WWC., BKH pa@ News -%?cord:, and HFN ( H m e Flimishings
industry ccnferences, events and trade shoivs are listed at the ~Vews).&thou@ Be sites feat:~resome artxies from current issues
NRF (hEp://www.ndcom/eve~ts~
acd lMRa (http://wwv~.~ma.orgl cf tkese CZies, they ucfct.%nately do not Cow for archive searchixg.
confer1 html) sites, and fashion and apparel trade shows can be The page d s c h k s XI 2 long list of FxircYilC's moccgrapk p u b k fcund st the VJonzen 3 Wear G d y (wSJI:) site ;http:1/ tions, which can be subsequently ordered fom the pxblishelec

w-w.wwd.com/meetings.cfm).
~P*K
@ N I L ~ CDATA
Trade magazines are a rich source of informa"Lin u:d insight on tail es2bIishments fsr its resuitant Censas of Retail 2ade. In
the retaiI industry. Many sites zpiczd theiir current issues in full- 1992, over 1.5 miilion establishments totaling nearly $1.5 triilioc
text and make archived i s m s available fcr searching, too. Some in sales were represented. This most comprehensive survey conpublications, like Chain Store Age (h~p:llw7n~.c~Lainstoreageec~m~,
sists cf a Gecgrzphic Area Series, a ZIP Code Sstistlcs Series
enhznce their web offerings with daG, research write-ups, acd use- (available only on CD-XOM at &is time), a Xcnempbyer Statistics
ful industry informatior:. Chain Store Age3 research are2 conxins Series, and Subjed Series. The Census is "tke only source of sieindustry data by reail format, a glossary of retaii term, and an an- tailed industry aed geographic d&i 02 sales, sales by merchannud "State cf the Industry" Hnancial report. Lists of the top 100 dise line, and. key industry-speci8c measures." DaQ from the
chain stores, top glob$ retaiers, and an icdustry cdendar are also most recent Cecsus is downloadable in PDF format a6 hEp://
hdpfu':, although some infcrmation is dated.
w,w.censu~.govIprodI~~-~16"~ItitIes.ht~J~
Census Bureau's Amrud Benchmark Report for %tail
Discount Store News (DSN) at h ~ : / ~ w w . d i ~ ~ ~ u n t s ~ r e n e w sThe
~am
also offers soxe good kchstry sales &G by sstar type, kckadkg store 2ade, ; m x q '1988 throbgh Gecexber 1997 (http:l/
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wtvw.census.gov/prod/3/98pubs/br-97rv.pd
aggregates data from its Monthiy Retail Sales
6L Inventories, a report providing estimates of sales and inventories by retail establishment
and kind-of-business. The Annual Benchmark Report is a handy source for ratios, margins, and sales data, including Internet sales. Historical Mcnt'nly Reports are also available
Advance Monthly Retail
back to 1986 at E,~://www.census.gov/svsd/www/monret.ht.
Sales reports, with data from 1988 to the present, downloadable into spreadsheet format,
reside at http:llwur~i.census.gov/mrtsI~~~lmrts.ht~
The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA),an agency of the Commerce Department, hosts
a site showcasing scme of its key data and publications on the national, international and
U.S. regional economies jhttp:llwww.bea.doc.gov). Of interest to retail industry researchers
will be BEA news releases and the site's quick "Overview cf the US. Economy," as well as
national industry data, such as GDP estimates by industry, international trade, and investment data. State data here include state GDP by industry, state income and employment
statistics and projections, and facts about states and counties.
The BEA's site includes full-text issues of its Sumg of Cment Business from 1998
through the present, plus subject guides of the publication back to 1995. STAT-UShlInternet
(http:l/wiww.stat-usa.gov),the Commerce Department's onlire subscription service of its Economics and S t a t i c s Administration agency, is a multi-site source of trade, economic, and
market information. For a subscription fee of $150/year, a shgle searcher can access the Nations Trade Data Bmk's trade leads, market and country research (including country commercial guides), import and export data, and miscel1aneous reports in the International Trade
Library. Site licenses are costlier, of course, with fees determined by size cf the user base.
In its "State of the Nation" section, STAT-USAiInternet offers economic data, including
employment and nonetary statistics, as well as indicators, Consumer Price Index, Prcducer
Price Index, productivity, housing and manufacturing, and industry data.Even without a
subscription, users can now purchase the service's "most popular reports and releases" online, from STAT-USNInternet's home page.
For import and export data on specific products, one good site is the US. International
Trade Commission's ITC Trade Data Web (http://20.197.12Q.17). Trade and tariff information by product, as well as information on trading partnerlcountry, is available.
Other helpful gc~vernmentsources are linked from FEDSTATS (http:/!www.fedstats.gov),
a site organizing the statistical data produced by more than seventy federal agencies. Standard government reference sources linked from FEDSTATS's "Fast Facts'' section include
the Statistical Abst~actand the State and Metropolitan Area Data Book.

Plais~Sr~aremrusLACK FREE
INFO
Some market research sites, such as Euromonitor (http:llwww.euromonitor.com; and
FindSVP (http:l/w~v.findsvp.com),
allow browsing of their reports' tables of contem or
abstracts. Euromonitor now prices reports on its web site by sections, so purchase decisions
car, be easily made. The NPD Group (http://www.npd.comj, whicin tracks a range of retail
purchases through both consumer panel and point-of-sale datz, publishes press releases
and data from some market studies on its site.
information Resources, Inc. (http://www.infores.comj does not offer much besides its
prods3 information. AC Nielsen (http:llacnielsen.com/worldlunitedstl), on the other hand,
publishes studies on frequent shoppers, category management, and channels for downloading from its site.
For both topline and more detailed information on US. retail, government sites provide
a number of strong data tools online. Associations and t~adepublications are also good
places to start research on the retail industry. Sites are becoming increasingly better organized, and at the ieast tile government, association, and trade press sites mentioned here
provide lists of publications and contact telephone numbers for ordering and for further
questions. With the current interest in electronic commerce, researchers can expect more
coverage of this phenomenon on conventional retail sites, while expanding their searches
to include more specialiied sources in "e-tailing." Learning the strengths of a few good re8
tail sites can save time in researching this broad, important. and growing sector.
infarmation Outlook July 1399
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Special Librarians
The Theme: "21" Century Competencies in Action9'
T h e Dow Jones Leadership Award is presezted annilally to a a m b e r of &e
Special Libraries Association who exemplifies leadership as a special iibrarian
through exanpies of personal acd professional competencies.
The Leadership Award is based on the I1 professionaI competeccies and 13
personal competencies essential for special librarians, as higI%ghted

the SLA

"Competencies for Speck1 Lybrarians of the 2 1st Cenmry" exemtive sun~zary.
The second winner of

Leadership Award is Lucy Lettitis, Direcmr of the

Buskess Informarion Cerrter at Arthur Andersen. A proSie of this o~~tstanchng
information professional is avaiiable in &e hfoPro Alnliia~cesecdon of Ask Dow
Jones in Dow Jones kiterzctiveo. Click Rrk Cow Yones in Dow Jones Interactive ar
http:/fdjinteradive.com. If yox wo-dd iike to apply for Cie next award, compiete

2nd return the attached appiication.

Note: Copies of the SLA executive summary are avaiiabie at

www.sla.orgfprofessiona~comp.htmlor by calling the Dow Jaces InfoPro
Aliiance at $88-609-23gp

Special Librdes Association?

The Dow Jones Leadership Award
"2iStCentury Competencies in Action"
Name:
Organization:
Address:

State/Provixe:

Country:

Phone:

Fax:

(Please submit your essay with this form.)

Official Hubs: From the SLA executive summary- "Competencies for Special Librarians of the 2 1st Century,"
select three professional competencies and three personal competencies. Then describe in essay form how you
have put each selected competency into action, providing practical examples from your work environment.
The essay should be approximately 500-600 words in iength. For a copy of the SLA executive summary, call
the Dow Jones InfoPro Alliance at 888-609-2397 or go to www.sla.org/professional/comp.html.

Eligibility: Ali special librarians and infornation professionals who are SLA members in good standing are
eligible. You may enter a colleague in this competition by completing the application and essay in his or her
name and attaching your name to the application.
Deadline: December 3, 1999.
Judges: SLA Awards and Honors Committee.
To Apply: Send your application and essay eIectronically to aa4ioi@wayne.edu,or mail therr, to Judy Field, Wayne
Stare TJmversity, Library & Information Science Program, 106 Kresge Library, Detroit, MI 48202.

Winner Announced: January 2000. Award will be presemed by Dow Jones at SLA's Annual Conference Awards
Banquet in June 2000.
The zward carries a $2,000 cash prize. In addition, the winner may be profiled in a Dow Jones publication,
presented at an §LA-related function, featured in an advertisement for the award in a Dow Jones publication
and/or be profiied in SLA's Infomation Outlook. The winner will be asked to sign a publkity release.

D
O
-

Dow 3ones isp7-oud to sponsor ibis award a j p m of an ongoing commimzent to Special Libra~ions.
Ol999 Dow Jones & Company. Inc. All rights reserved All ofher products mentioned are marks of their resoective owners. Dil.5gg 5.99

For more infomalion,
contact John Crosby
gohn-c@skargi.

The last ninety years on planet Earth have revealed
one over-arching premise: %man beings can achieve unbelievable things, once potential is realized and unleashed. Back in 1997, §LA member Eugenie Prime of
Hewlea-Padwrd said it another way, when she quoted
Wiiiam James during her speech at the S U 58th Annual
Conference: "The greaEest discovery of my generation is
human beings, by changng the inner attimdes of thek
minds, change t5e outer aspects of their lives." This concept is easily lost in today's world. Technology blinds us
today to the great developments by humankind over the
Iast century, and we are regularly caught up in what "we
have done lately." The purpose of this coiumn is to remember what =A has accompiished since its beginning.
By virCrle of its origin, the Speciai Libraries Association signified a giaet leap in the advancement of iibrarianship. Though librarians were already working in organizational settings (corporate, government, non-profit, or otherwise), the creation of an association sgecificaliy ictended to represent their interests marked <ye
beginning of a new era not oniy in Iibrarianship, but
also in the way ever?. non-librarians view informazior,
management. The proof comes from fie fact that private
sector Iibrarianship has evolved so :apid';y to keep up
with the needs of companies and organizations. Eusinesses have always ied Lke way in developing new and
better ideas <?at improve our qaality of work arid life. it
stands to reason that librarians who serve in workplace
environments are pushed to generate better ideas tiat
enhance information services.
§LA has always existed to serve tiye needs of tF:e profession, and has coae Cii-irsughin spades when the membership needed the help. We think or& now of the oppor&nities for acquiring new ski& and learning about
trends and concerns through networking and §LA continuous education courses and publications. But SLA has dways been pushed by the membership tc f3l the breach
where necessary. It's a beautifcl thing 9see an organization driven by the people if serves to devdo? prcducts,
servkes, and programs that make tiye people it serves
better at whzt they do.

st monfhfy newsletter begins publitation
Association celebrates its 75th anniversary
Building in Washington, DC, is purchased as new home for %A
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Now, as we face the beginning of a new century
(Let's stick with the next one-hundred hundred years.
The next millenniux is z M e too much to consider:),
where does SLA stand in the grand scheme of things?
The %st step would be to look at the profession, From
where 1 stand, it seems to be in a constant state of
change, as i~dividualswithin the profess'Ion are reshaping it themsehes by redefining the roles %ey ppiy
as information professionals. This seems 63 be both the
great thing about SLA members AND the challenging
?art in finding SLA's role in serving your needs. But
the answer is ~ u i t esimple: L3ok to tiye past. How did
changes ip, S i R s serYice occur ten years ago? mentyfive years ago? Fifty years ago? The answer is: YOU!
§LA wili continue to be drivec by members like you
constantly chailenging conventions, raking risks, and
asking for what you need to make your career m r e rewarding and profltabie.
So, as we refiect on the face that SLA is ninety years
old, renem5er that It's folks iike you who made the association what it is today. And, when onr successors look
back in anocker ninety years! they will see that it was
you and your contemporaries who wifl have advanced the
profession to the next ievel. Make history repeat itself by
shaping your career %d your profession simuPtneousIy,
Make your association work for youi

Press &;\~G;cs
SLA Exeaitive Directo"Loravid R. Bender was recently
featured on two radio shows. in eaily May, Dr. Eecder
1472sinterviewed by CIO Rzdio. You can listen to the interYou need Re&udio to
view at h~p://www.cio.coeI/radiO.
W e n to the interview.
Dr. Bender was &so interviewed on May 224 bj "Tomorrow's Bwiness," a Washington DC-based business
talk show. Dr. Bender discussed the P~tureof tila information grofessiond, and pre&aed that infcrmae,on overload is already overwhehing workers in many organhations, Lius increasing the need for specid librz&ns in
workplace settings. The interview was aired live adring
8
evening msh hour.

Personal Computer {PC) launched by IBM
Macintosh introduces computers using "the mouse concept''
Kathryn Sullivan is the first U.S. woman astronaut to walk in s

You're a corporate Iibvarian.
You caD turn a nickel i n t ~a dime.

It's the corporate iibraryan's dilemma: Budgets are being cut, yet infcrmation needs a r e increasing. What do they
think you are, a magician? Well maybe you a r e . With Northern Light, you can increase t h e number of full-text
s o u x e s y o u ;?awe access t o while iowering the cost of you- c3ntent usage by 7 0 % o r more. Dilemxa solved.
Score w e fcr the corporate librarian. Contact us a t 800-4T9-4222o r visit our Web site a t www.nisearch.com.

~w~r'..niseasch.cam

By now you -d
have read that SLA is ninety years
old, but did you know that SEA'Siibrary 4s 3%-five years
old? A library at SLA's executive office was established ir?
f 9 4 - 4 4 Xle establishment of "a ST& professional literature iibrary" was approved, and the s u m e r months
were devoted tc "buiiding up a s m d we3-rounded collection."
what a year that was. The president authorized the purchase of two additional chairs and a typewriter chair, but not a typewrittr, and the "entire buiiding
at 31 East Tenth Street was burglarized." It was reported
that the conplete ioss to the association was two fotmBin pecs. How they missed the two new chairs and typewriter chair remains one of those classic mysteries. Mr.
Spieiberg, how about it???
The library, now known as Cle Information Resources
Center (IRC) has come a long way since the^,. It is st%
physicdy situated in SLA's executive office, but the IKC
is becoming homeless, now being "situated" LQ the PCs 3f
every home, office, or library througllout the world. X
have not researched the development of the IRC over its
Pi-five year history, but its greatest char,ges nust hwe
come Li the last two or tkee years with <!e vkkalizatioc
of its services. How have we arrived at tiSs mhd-boggling scenario in Lle infomation industry?
The founding of the first Iil~raryis credited to the
Assyrian king Sargon I1 who reigned fro= 722 to 705
E.C.'. Settled agricultural life is thought to have begw
in Assyria in 6500 B.C. so the establishment of a library
did cot happen "over night!!" Alexander tile Great
(336-323 B.c.) defeated the heir to the Assyrian Empire, DarPds, King of Persia, (336-333 B.c.) on his way
to his conquest of Egypt and the building of Alexandria. it was in Alexandria, the cultural and inteilectua:
capital of the western world, that the first major world
library was established during t k reign of King RoTemy
II Philadelphus: probably in 284 B . C . ~This librkuy, said to
have contained 790,000 volumes was destroyed by the
caliph Omar inr 640 A.D. IS successor as the mzjor world
library was the Vatican Apostolic Librtxy, probably
For more infomalion, handed in the fourth century AD., bat not ghen promicontact john iatham nence unti the reign of Pope Nichoias V (1447-1455).
b~hn@sla.orgi. NichoIas greatly edarged the library by his prchase sf

RC imptements online cataloging
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Lie ren;airs 3f the imperial library of Cknstanthopie, receaUy ionqered by tke W~arrTurks in 'L45J3.
present beautii Vatican liirary was commissisned by
Pope Sktus V (1585-159Cj ir, 1585. By he Iate wer,tieth
century, the Forary possessed 65,300 manuscripts (mxtly
ir? Lack or Greek) and more than 90@,900 prkeed voiumes" m e n Pope Leo X E (1878-1963) opened ffie iibrxy to tiye public he is ailegd to have said, .'we WEopen
this Library S e m s e God does cot need our Iies."
The Bibiiothecpe Na~ondede France (BNF) was created at a single site at Fon~inebIeauby Kkg Francis f
(1515-1547) k 1522, k 11537 the kag decreed that d
praters 2nd bookseilers should deposit copies of aEy
prkzed book p t on sale in t3e kingdom at the Ebrary5.
Even a century later in 1622, the k v e n t q &Xed ody
4,712 manuscripts and printed works. Conrpzre this with
the 700,900 volumes said to be hozsed in the iibrary of
Alexandria at least a 1,009 yexs ea,r%ier.Wnat it? am=h g iibrary that must have been. The BNF now houses on
its two s k s LT Paris over 50 miiIion books, periodicals,
maps, p ~ k t s ,$notqgaphs, mmusrrip&, COLI,music,
sound archives and z~diovisudmatedal, md posters."~
true French tradition :he new Iibrary extension at ToIbiac,
opened k 1996, is a masterpiece of architecture and mode n teLino1og-y (h@://wvsjv. b@j/I'whtl&~ois/q1&/
to@. hm).
The BoCeh Library IL the U~jversityof Word is me
of the oldest &ra,ries in Exope, md h ~ n g h is
d second
only to the British Library. fie Fxst real E5r8.y at the miversity was estabidshed k aboot 1326, btlt it had a chem
decided
quered Msmy unt2 1598 when 92 T ~ o Bodley
to devote ki time to restmbg the old ';kIniversity 1lbraay. k
Ms own words, :'. 1 wdde not busie myseEe ts :Jet@ pxgose, than by reduskg the place (which then in evev part
laye ruined, and wwt) ts the pubEque m e of StxdentsW7
The famous &dclife Canera, a 'kge cirdar b~il&g wit%,
a iofty done, now hoxsinrg tsva undergraduate reading
room, is wmected to the 0%Library by a su5way (Jip://
wrt!bodI~.ox~
ac.u M S S ~ B ~ B ~ D P M O ~ . B TIcMthe
E.
ongoizg tradition of wonderful Ebraiy architectxe the
main gateway to the Bodeian quadrangle is through the

Sir Clive Sinclair laan
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I1 roads lead to InfoTrac"Web
InfoTrac Web k the fulfillment of a promise we made
to our customers when InformationAccess
Company merged its databases with the classic
reference content of Gale Research and the
massivc document archive of Primary
Source Media.
InfoTrac Web builds upon the world's best
reference search engine by allowing you to
customize its iook and hnctions to best serve
your library. Create a welcome screen, set search
modes: esablisih citation displays, add your own
onscreeri search hints and more. The built-in
InfoMarks feature allows you to save searches -

even retrieve them from e-mail, Web sites or word
processing applications.

I

c

*

SearchBank customers can call today for an
immediate upgrade. Later this year, GaleNet
subscribers will have an opportunity to
upgrade to InfoTrac Web, combining access
to reference and MI-text periodicals in a
single interface.
If you're on a journey to find the perfect oniine
research tool, InfoTrac Web is the ultimate
reference destination.

To find out more about upgrading to BrifoTracWeb,call your Gale Group
Representativeat 4 -800-877-GALE or visit www.galegroup.com.

Organizational Support for Remote
by Claire R.McI~erney,P k D .
As a information services manager, do you provide
adequate information access to your knowledge
employees d o work out of the sffice?

m r more informat;lon o r to
place a n order contact SLA's
Pzblicatiocs d e p a r t ~ e n at
t
1.202.939.3673 or visit our
Virtr:.dBookstore at
www.slapubiishing.org
I-

Providi~gData, I~for~mation,
and KnawZedge tc the TJirtual
Oflee: Organizational Support fhRemcte V i o ~ k eis
~ sthe
Erst book of its k i d to exzmine how infomation is
provided to remote workers. This research smdy investigates and describes exemp4a1-y practices of i~formation
professionals in s e n e of the largest and most szccessful
organizations in the world in providing renote access to
information.
01999 ISBN 8-87611-503-4
Brice: $54.00,SLA members $45.00
Specid LBra?es
Associaiio~?
wwvi.sla.org
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fascinating seventeen<? cenmy Tower of the Five Orders of Architecture (%scan, Doric, Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite).
Bodleian LT~rarynow houses nearly 8.5 million volumes. maps,
and rnicr~forms.~
The British Li'irany, then the Departments of Manuscripts and of
P r i k d Books of the British Museurr,, dates back ts 1755.5As with
the French National Li'9rar-y. there is a law requiring the deposit of a
copy of every work published in the United Kingdcm, aIC?oyh this
was not enforced effect~veiyunt2 the mid-nineteenth centxry. 11t
was in the famoas Reading Room of the 1ilbrar-j 'li?zt K a ~Marx
j 1818-18831 researched Das Kapitd, the first v o b ~ of
~ whi&
e
was
published in 1869. This geat circular reading room with its high
domed ceiling reminds one of Cle reading ram in tke Li3rmj of
Congess, which was ccm$eted in 1897.
The Library of Cozgess, krerica's oldest nationd c u l ~ ainstil
tution, was approved by an act of Congress in 1808. O In its bicenm n i d year it is now the largest iibrary in the world, and also, in
the words of Lee Librarian of Congress, "the Izrgest reposimy of
recorded knowledge
a syniboi of the vitA connection between
knowledge and democracy.":! in 1992 the 100 milliont3 item was
added to the ii'irary's collection. The iibrzy's we5 site is aiready attractirtg more than 50 million hits a
Space does not permit me to discass the many major libraries
throughout the wodd that have piayed a ~ritalrole in the stc:ing
and dissemication of information, Somehow I could not end
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Infomatior, technology has given professional meetings and seminars a new look, Speakers now routinely
use laptop computers to project visud aids and iccoqmrate into their presentations large portions of materiai 10ca'led on the Internet or digitized by optic& scanners, Accompanying materials may be distributed in paper, in ~ i
croform, on CD-RCN or placed on the web, As the use of
these materids in presen%itions becomes more widespread, Cze speakers and the sponsoring associations
must consider the copyrigzt imglications of such acts.
There are two primary uses made of copyrighted
works to support an5 enhance professional development progans: (1) reproduction of copyrigked an",ides, cizap'lers, gaphs, and other materials distributed as handouts or posted on the
v~eband (29 display a d performx:ce of
copyrighted works in t k course of a meeting or seminar. Each of tiles is grounded
in section 105 of the Copyigkt Act.
The reproduction of copyrigked
materials as handouts and supporting materials !or conferences is
covered by section 106: subsecticr,
(1) and ( 3 ) .The rights of reprodxtion and distribution
C
of the copyright holder.
are among the ~ J ~ C I U S ~ Yrigzts
There are limitations on 5lese exdusive rights, but none
that absolutely exempts the reproducticn of materiais
for conferences and seminars. There are guideiines for
reproducing multiple copies of materiais in nonprofit educational instituions, b3t these do not apply. Even
though the conference mq7 be sponsored by a nonprofit
agency or associa',ii?n, 5ie multipie copying guidelices
are avaiiable only to schools. The only exe~ptionthat
could offer some hell; is fair use. Fair use excblses w e s
of copyrighted works if certain factors exist. T h e factors are: (1) purpose and character of the use. (2) naa r e of the copyrighted work, (3) amount and substantiality used, and (4) market effect.
t3e pwpose of the nse is ed-~cational.courts
-

~

have made it clear that ed:xationd purpose is not
enough. Even uses by nongrof2 edcation& institutions
may not qu&ify as fair use. On the other hand, conpro&
uses are favored over coxmercid ones. Zk works reproduced by associations for seminars and meetings are
- likely to be s&olxdy artides, $ooB chapters, scie~tifk
graphs, charts, and the like. mile faii use ce&inIy applies 'Q hese works, 'Li?e tErd factor m y be a problerr,.
As 'Li?e Bxaco apir~iocindicated, reprodu5on sf a scientific azitide means h t one-hnndred percent of a work is
copied: and not a s m d psl"lio~.The same is m e for a
cizait or graph. For market affect, since nuEpie copies
are involved, a c o ~ r likely
t
would onsider the existence
of Iicensisg meciianisms such as the Copyight Clearance
Center, tke zmiiabiiity of publishers9 reprints, etc., in
judging this factor.
On balance, a court Bkely would find fhzt permissior:
should be sou,&t and rsyaitks a i d for the reproduction
of multi$e copies to distribute at professiorial seminars
and meetings,
The second issue, perforxance and display at p:ofessional meetings and mining sessions, is covered by seition 106,s-sbsedions (4) and (5) whincb provide that
copyrig~towners generally may control the public performance m d public display aof t k k works. A seminar
speaker using a ptected wcrk without permission in a
setticg flat qndifies as a yblic performince or public
dispiay w u l d infringe copyrigj~tunless the use is exmsed by a defense, mch as fair use.
R e initid steep in acdyzkg these sitcations is t3 determine whether a par5mlar perfcmance or display is "pubEc>"under L*.e Coprigkt Act since oniy public perfomances and displays are subjed ts copyrig& protection. So, tke
tkieshold questicn is w"r:e$xr a g & " L i d x performance or
display qquaiifies as "public" ucder tire stawe.
A per?ormance or dispiay is "pb1icVif it satisfies one
of three criteria. First, gerformaaces and dispiays ~ c u r r i ~ g
in piaces open to the pu3lic qudify? regardless of whetlle:
rcntGmrf, Fnge $4

hen Librarians at the Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco Needed to Extend Their Economic
Information Worldwide, They Chose Inmagic.
special librarians a t t h e Federal
empowering t h e i r patrons t o

browser. The b o t t
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Change Management in Action
The InfsMana
b y Guy St, Ciair

e Interviews

Learn how ir:d~sfryleaders manage change in
this new book with 40 a x e st~dies.

For more informotior!or fc
place an order contactSW's
PuS!icationsdepar?rnent at
1,202.930.3673or visit OK
Vir?ua! Bookstore at
ww.siapubiishing.org

Change Management ir! Action is the firsf book
of its kind t s shcw informciisn professicnals bow
to apply change management to their field, Thls
p;blication serves as an excelient resocrce for
senior infsrmation sewice managers (in both
private and non-profit orgcnizations) CIS well as
Iibr~ry.managers,
O 1999 ISBN C-877 i 9 -500-X
Price: $59.00,
SLA members $49.00

it~(aj~rtgtlt
1.imah : . ; m ~ t ? g $2
e

an admissioc fee is charged or whether the sponsoring association
is a nonprofit entity. Second, a performance or display qudifies as
"public" if it occurs at any ?lace where a substantiai number of persons beyond a nomal circle of famiy and sociai acquaintances are
gathered. Third, any performance or display meets the definition of
public if it is transmitted to another locatiori.
Works used in many, if not most, seminar and professiona1
prcgrams wiE qualify as pubiic performances cr dispiays under
these criteria. Even if a performance of a work occurs in a piace
not open to the ~ ~ b i isuch
c , as a corporate conference room, it will
be 'public" if enough people are present. No bright line ruie exists
concerning the mmber of peopie present, although some courts
and attorneys general have suggested a twenty-person threshoid
for such performz.nces.
Some performances wiil be public under t;ie statute by vime of
bekg transrnined to other Iocations. A performance of a work that
is transmitted to several branch offices of a business, for example,
fans within the statutory defmition regardless of the number of
people viewing or where they are located.
A public performance not authxized by the copyright owner is

infringement unless a defense a!lows it. The defe~sethat xight apply to conferences and seminars is fair use. i i m o ~ gt k fair nse fattors, the amonnt and s ~ b s ~ n t i z l i of
t y the portion used ia relatio~
to the w3oIe work, is robably the mcst relevant for erformances
and displays. The more quanti2.tively and the more quaIitative1y
that one takes, Cle less likely C?at the use qualifies as a far use.
Furtkr, if the seminar speaker uses the portion of the work in several presentations, the less likely the nse will quaEfy. Displayisg a
cartoon or other graphic involves using an entire work, and m y
fail the quantitative portion of this test. %US, in many i?sxnces
the perfamance or display of a protected work in a prograxi wi3 infringe the copyright. Further, the market effect factor mzy be probiematic because public perforxiaxes often are ticenseci.
Asking permissioc to perform cr dispiajj wcrks is one simple
way ',o avoid these problems. Mazy copyright owners give permission for uses in nonprofit seminzrs for iizk or no cost. It is &en
better to ask permission 5efore uskg a work. Cmrts h 7 e heiC that
using a work witiiin the bounds of fair use even if the copyright
owner has refnsed permission Oces not indica.te 5ad faith. Tc the
contrary, zsking fsr permission demonstrates one's good faic? :in
respeczing copyright.
8

u've got questions?
've got answers.
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Turn to these Bowher classics for all your
libvary and book trade information needs!
THE BOWKERANNUALLIBRARY
A N D BOOKTRADE ALMANAC^" 1 999
"The librarian's Sest friend. "
- REFERENCE

AND RESEARCK BOOK NEWS

Packed with the lacest 2c;s arid figures ... reports .. . forecasts ... legislative sunmaries . .. reference lists ... funding sources ... directory listings ... and ocher mat-have data covering a
vast range o! library and book publishing acti\*ies. This 'instant arswer' guide will save you
time in 131 ways - frcm plancing budgets to iocaticg book trade organizations worldwide.

.

May 1999 0-8352-4222-6
* 863 pp. $185.00

LIBRARYDIRECTORY~"
1999-2000

AMERICAN

('ALD is as usefd as ever"
- REFERENCE QUARTERLY
The most complete data available on over 37,500 pabiic, academic, special, and
government libraries and ih-ar)r-related organizations in :he U.S., Canada, acd
Mexico. Pius, 3elpCc1 indexes make it easy to reach networl~s;consortia; agencies;
ikrsry system; library schools; and libraries serving b1ir:d. deaf, and disabled

.

.

june 1999 0-8352-4118-12-vd.set 4,156 pp. $259.95
First-Time Standing Order Pnce. $233 95

MERICAN BOOK

TRADEDIRECTORY~"

'I999-2000

"NGpublic or academic library should be
without this thovough and well-organized volume."
-AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL

The oniy p i d e thzt p t s the entire U.S.
and Canadian b o o k e i n g industry at your
fingertips. Ycc'i! f i d over 31,000 bookseiiers and i,300book and xagazine wholesaiers, along with f9reiF book dealers, book trade associatioss, book appraisers,
nadonal chain headquarters, and nore, listed and indexed in 19 convenient sections.

.

.

April 1999 0-8352-4221-81,774pp. 5249 95
First-Ene Standing Order Price: S224.95

R.R.Eowker: P0.Box 3 1, New Prcvidence N,'07974.
ururm.r~frrrmati~~n~~~tI~~k.c@m
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Learn from any Iccation in the
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Thzt was the attention getting question we
asked Y ~ m f -ha
~ szn e-mzil survey in the summer of 1997. An6 the response? A resoundktg,
E! As three Yararims who had come up
throu& f k ranks $e., as student assistats and
support stafQ we wondered how many others had
seg~edinu ~ozirlanshi;, in mwh the sane way
and if pre-M.L.S. Elray work experience signgnificar@ influenced zn hdividuzl's overall job satisfaction. The ceontml question we posed: If you
codd do it d over again, wodd you? (Become a
librarian, that 4). Regzdless of the daiiy grind,
lack of respect %r librarians and their work, and
the sometimes ~'nr~ezsocable"
demands of library
users, a majoriv of the over 500 degreed iibrartans respondiing ozr survey seem to be quit,?
satisfied with their career chsice.
fj,

Voila la question destzee a attirer ?attention que
nous avons posee aux biXiothkcaues par le biais t u n
sondage en 3gne d u m t PCtC de 1997. Le-x dponse? M
OUI categorique 1 Comme nous Cticns trois bibiiothhares
qui avaient grgrimpt. des kcheions (c.4-d. en tant que stagaires et inembres du persoxel de soutien), nous nous
demandiox combien d'aufxes Ctaient devenus bitilioGfCcaires d'une maitre semXabIe et si dm I'ensemble
?experience professionnene acquise pendant la preparation a ia maitrise t e bibIiothCconomie avait eu une
grande influence s;r la satisfaction professionnelle. Voic
la question fon&en+Ae qne nous avons posee : Si vous
pouviez fake maxche ariicre, ie feriez-vous? (c.-2-d. devenk b?llioth~caire). MalgrC le boulot ~uotidien, le
manque de respect pour Ls biblicthecaires et leu: travail,
et mdgre les r q ~ t t e parfois
s
K dera.rzisonnablesn des utilisateurs Lie ia bibiiotheqae, la majorit6 des phis de 509
biXiothbires dipl6mes qni ont repondu a notre sondage
paraissent Eiz-e trts sarisfaiis d'avok choisi cette cmit.re.

ie ,yu;cfa;! mopdf &
prcfej;i$?~fiaiis~;~
d e ;'in;cr,~a:jg,q
"6'czht,2 p'~(;i
pie vaus &tcswebmesre. "

Esa P J ~la pregtinta deslacada que le hicimos a 10s
bibliotecarios en un questbnario ?or correo electronicc
el verano de 1997. ;lr ia respnesta? jUn enome SI!
Como tres biblibecarios Gue fuixos ascendiendo (es
decir, como aluxms ay~dantesy personal de apoyo)
hasta un nivel mis alto,nos pregdntimos cuantos mas
h a seguido [sic] hacia Ia bib';'ctecclogia de una manera
simiiar y si ia experiencia de trabajo en biblioteczs, antes de sacar la maestria en biblio~ecoioga,influecci6 de
manera significativa la satisfaccibn general en el nabajo
de nn individuc, La pregxta ceztral qne hicimos: jsi
y~dierasb-acerlc de nuevo, lo harcas? (0sea, hacerte
bibliotecario). A pesar de la mtina diaria, la fdta de respeto a b s biblictecarios y su trabajo, y a veces las exigencias 'excesivz.~'de !cs asuarbs de la biblioteca, una
mayoria de mas de 500 Sibli~te&~oslicenciados que respondieron a mestro qnestionario parecen esta
bastante satisfechos con su eleccijn de m e r a .
.
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par Jean Keleher
The retail sector touches on a vast array of
businesses, from the manufacturers who produce the a m a i goods soid through retail ontlets, to those v~hoprovide distribution, administrative, and mwketing services to them. Information professionais in many n e s of research
centers may be cdXed to And data oon the retail
indusny. ForP~nai;ely,the field of we3-based
sources for G.S. retail industry research is grow
ing, as nore asociations, trade pubiications,
and government agencies publish studies, a&
c1es arid data releases oniine.

de is : p f c r ~ a c i a

x z ~ pk e cres m ~~eb,~asfer,';
:,K,o,
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Est-ce que les mmeurs de la mort professionnene
imo;iner.te des professionneis de ?information est exagt%e ? C'est certzinement une matiere t& debattue.
Comme je negociais k s arguments de Rory Chase, je devenais rrial a l'aise. Ce n'Ctai? pzs seulement que Chase
cherc!lai: une identiti qui ne s't-rait pas encore cristalliske. C'&iit qu'il sembiait de plus en plus que Ie debat
introspectif ax cceur de I'arcle n'avait rien a voir avec
questicn - cornme c,est ua peu le
de l'obsession
tres mFhologide des %ladiens (auCanada) en ce qui
concerne pidendte cauadienne, cet egard, rabicle est
co2nparablea de nonbrenx autres pubii~sdans ce donaine ces drjc dernikres annks
ou pius, commeje sLp.
pose que beaucoup d ' e n ~ enous ie rhaEsent, la seule
mar,i&e pratique de @sou& le debat sur I'identitC dans
none vie persomeiie est de K rout simplement faire ce
qu'il fwt faire n. La cie, quand ii s'agit de determiner ce
aue les K ~rofessiclnnelsde I'infomation n devraient

~

G
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Are rumors of impending professional death
for infcrria:io~,professionak exaggerated? There
is certainly a Io: of debate. As I negotiated Roy
Chase's argmenfs, i became unezsy. 1: wasn't
just that Chase was searching for an identity thzt
had not yet cystz2ized. It was that the introspective debace at the hext of the article seemed
more and nore beside the point, a little like the
much mythoiogized (in S n a ~ a Canadian
)
preoccupation ,with the Canadiai:. identity. hi this respect tke article was similar L
' o many published in
this field over B e past ten or more years. As !
suspect many realize, k cur personal lives the
only practid resolutioc to an identity debate is
to "just do 2. key to determining what "information proRssiofiakn should be doing and
how tc\ consider their trade is to look at what
there is a client or aser need %r.

3 r -3 p ~ j ,.3 ~ 3 cfi
;;~~?~

f i ~ p / , arp;'?C;~
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Le secteur du march&de detail englobe un g m d
Cventaii ci,'entreprises,dey~isies fabricants qui prodoisent Ies marchzndises-mcmes vendties ~ ~ a
l'interinkdiaie des d6taillants jusqn'aux societgs q.~i
foumissent ailx productem Ies services de distribution,
d'ad~Aistrationet tie cormercialisation. II se peut que
des professionnels de l ' i ~ f o ~ a t i odans
n des centres de
recherche de toutes sees soien? appeies a trouver Ies
donnees sur le maiche de dt.ta3. Heureusement, le
champ des sources bzsees sur le Web dans le domaine
des iecherches sur k march5 de dCtail s'accroit, padis
que ies associations,les pubiications comercides et les
services administratifs postent des etiides, articles et
commmiques en ligne.

0

iSe exageran lcs rLi2oores de ia inrrtinente muerte de
la profesih para ios profesionales de ia informacion?
En efecto hay much0 debate. A rnedik que negcciaba
:sic] el razona&?,tc de my Chase, emped a inqui&ame,
NO era solo que Chase
una ide2t&d
que ,fin no se habia cris+~iza~o,
E~~ que el debate in.
trospeaivo d fondo del Lddoparecia mb mis que
no
cast. Es an poco coma
mito (en el Canada) de la preocnpaci0n con Is identidad Canadensa.
En este respecto, el articulo era parecido a muchos publicados en este anbito pcr 10s .j%nos LO aiios o mbs.
Como me inagino que muchos reconocen, en nuestras
vidas persondes la h i m sokxi6n practica para un debate de identidad es solo "hacerio". La clave para determ i a r io que deben esix haciendo 10s "profesiondes de
la informacion' j7como deben de considerar sn oMo, es
ver por quC se necesita un cdiente o un usuxio.

El sector de la vezta a1 por menor iapzcta en un
grupo enorme de negocios, desde fabricantes que producen ios mismos bienes que se venden por concesionraros, hash aquellos que ies propordonan la d s tribucibn, adminis:racidn y servicios de mercadeo. Se
puede Ilarnar a los profesionaies de la informacibn en
muc~ostipos de centros de investigad6n para buscar
datos sobre la industria de la venta al por mencr.
Afortunadamente, ei campo de !as fuentes basadas en
la web para la industria de la investigacion de la venta
ai por menor estA creciendo, a medida que mas asociacicnes, publiczciones gemides y agencias estatales
ydiican investigaciones, articuios y conunicados de
datos en linea.
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vdth bibliographers and selectors to identi@ =d facilitate
NEW YORK LNfVERSITY binding, reformatting and conLBRARfES, Assistant Preser- servaticn t r e a t m a needs; orvation Librarian. Assists the ganizes and conducts staff
Head of Preservation in ma,'Iag- preservation awareness and
ing the ti'lrary's preservation book handling sessions. Assists
prograx, inchding defining in maintaining md updating
needs, establishing goals and tke Library's disaster plan an2
objectives; assigning, training, in monitoring environment&
supervising and evaluating ai- conditions within the Library.
ioczted staff. M=ages 53e de- ALA accredited MLS, subject
psrtment's cc~mercialbindng master's degree required for
and reformatting units (in- tenure. Preference w2l be given
dcdes preservation microfiim- to candidates with a certificate
ing, p:eserva'Llcn photocopying ic preservation administration
and digis1 %magi@ and com- and/or at least two years expemunicates with vendors. Fartic- g e n e in a presewation departipates in plsnning and canduct- ment. Broad understanding of
ing condition and needs as- the role of preservation Ln an
sessaent surveys, gathers snd academic settkg and knowlanalyzes statistics, &signs and: edge of emerging trends in
maages databases a d assists preservation and conservation
in grant-writing. CoMxmtes are essentid. Demonstrated

/with

ability to plara, organize, and
prioritize projects. Experienix in
digitaI imaging?comyiter skills,
database mw:agement, and
vendor negotiation preferred.
Supervisory experience required. Excellent orai and written communication skills. Fac
uity status, attractbe benefits
paelkage including E x weeks
annual vacation. Salary c m xensurate with experience and
background.
Micim~lri:
$35,000. To ensure consideration, send resume and letter of
application, inchdkg the name,
address and telephone nnmber
of <kee references by juIy 33'1,
195.4 to: jmet Koz3wslci. Director, W~manResources, Sew
Yo?! University Libraries, 70
VVashington Square South, Kew
York, hT IOdE. Preliminagi
intenriews at the American Li-

brary AssccBtion cacference in
Sew OrIans in Jme. 2ddW EXCGCifUGE
APPUCAZdi'JS
17iCM tliCMdIJRrJD MEPAQZPS
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World %VideSowces Fast, ERcient, Inexpensive. 'ha@-Di~o
years experience. Let as solve
y o u reseaxk problems. CAROXE. Phone (919; 929-4370.
F a (919) 993-1253. E-mail
caroii5@intrex.neC.
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:

: For SLA members this is a free way t o acivertise your services. Cornpkk the CUkSM- Online entry form :
: at h~://www.issinetc~m/sia/ccr!s.~iIt/use~~~ht^r:
s free and is avaiiable t o anyone interested ir! ise~ting
a cansuitmt w h o may :
with such areas as iibrary management, techniclai services, and expertise in :

j subject specific areas.

t o an information solution for the n e x t
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Too much information ...or not enough? Either can be a tough hurdle to c!ear on yozr race to
find whar you need to know. Let LEXISa-WEXISmFave the way with Y2IZ compliant research
solutions :hat are reliable, accurate and comprehensive. And that helps you pinpoint important
information quickly and efficiently.
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Your coiieagues have aiways turned %a y
to meet their critical information needs.

Now, you're about
to take them

in a whok new

irnacjne if every person o r department
within your company couid have their
o w n site o n t h e corporate intranet
~reciseiytailored t o their needs. From
there, they could conduct searches designed and customized by you - t h a t
mine t h e vast information collection of
T h e Dialog Corporatio?, delivering
t a r g e t e d , timely resuits. Users could
iink directiy t o a c u s t o m i z e d list of
c u r r e n t h o t t o p i c s in W e i r a r e a of
Interest a n d b e kept abreast of cruciai
breaking news as it happens.
The Intranet TooiKi': offers a flexhie
environmsnt t h a t wiil aliow you t c flex
you: knowledge and skiit t o create t h e
best possible service for your ciients.
There a r e n o boundaries. The potentiai
ij iimitiessi

